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I- Introduction and summary 

It is an established fact that~ besides the available 
funds~ the main basic elements developing 

mater·ia:s. 

the 
petr·ochemical i ndustr·y, enen~y 

abundantly available in the Arab oil and gas-producing 
cour:tr- i es. The total proven crude oil reserves o~ the Arab 

countries constitute abo~t 65 X of the total world proven 

crude cil reserves; and the Arab natural gas reserves are 

estimated at about 21.3 Z o~ the total world reserves in !991-

92~ <tables Nc.1&2>. while 1 the estim~ted world 

reserves of crude oil are decreasing yearly bPcause of the 

inc r-e.a sing (2(J-22 bi 11 ion ban-els nc.,.
t-<- • 

year! ~ the u~discovered crude oil reserves are, so far. 

centred around Iran and the Arab countries in th~ Gulf region, 

the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist 

which obviously implies that the future prospects 

o-f the industr· ies based on crude oil and its pr-cducts wi 11 be 

concentrated in these r-egions. Natio~s rich in petroleum 

resources have historically shi-fted from exp~rt of c~ude oil 

to expert of finished or semi-finished chemical commodities. 

There is virtually no economic sector of our modern age 

which does not, in one way or another. use petrochemical 
products in its development. Moreover. the petrochemical 

industry has lately become involved in creating new products 
which not only compete with, but surpass. tradition~! 

materials such as commodity r·es ins, elastomers. and 
engineering polymers which ~erve as excellent substitutes ~or 

metals. wood, and other construction materials in many 
applications. 

materials, 

components 

Polymers are also being used as 

parts -for transportation 

of computers and other electronic 

Arab Oil~and &i:ts - Vol. XXI No. 488 - J~n.16.1992 
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glazing 

hardware. 

devices. 



ir-rigation, and 

natural fibres. 
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packing mater- ials 

Synthetic f i br-es 

substituting 

and rubber-

paper

have 

and 

now 
surpassed, in many instances, tt-adi t ional materials in both 

perfor-mance and economy. 

Arab oil and gas producing countries, especially after 

the increase of crude oil prices in 1973 and 1979-80, have set 

up ambitious economic plans -for the development o-F their

var-ious economic sectot-s and subsequently ·t:.he national economy 

as a whole, and -for the resulting improvement in the standar-ds 

of living o-f their nations which had, for a long time, been 

somewhat laging behind. Thus it is evident that the 

petr-ochemical industry in the Arab region has become a vi ta.I 

element in the development o-f their- economic sectors ard the 

industrialization o-f the region. Moreover, the estimated 

futur-e demand for petrochemical~ in the Arab countries 

indicates that a number o-f petrochemical pr-oduct i!"'n -faci Ii ties 

of varying capacities will be required to meet the expected 

increase in demand regardless o-f the currently estimated low 

per capita consumption rate. 

In spite o-f the -fact that the industry's technology 

originated in the countries of the developed regions, 

particularly Germany and the rest of Europe, the United 

States, and later Japan, and besides their possession of large 

markets, developed infrastructure, mature economy and 

availability of skilled manpower, etc., these countries have 

passed, during the development of the petrochemical industry, 

through a series of national, domestic and international 

crises which exposed their industry to many economic 

difficulties where serious measures had to be taken to 

maintain economical operation levels overcome these crises, 

and protect them ~ram 

crises are still very 
any further collapse. Some of these 

well remembered, particularly the 

serious economic recession in the early 1980's. 



Am0ng 

developed 

the most e-f-fective 

ccuntr- ies ~ besides 

measLu-es taken bv these 

the of the 

l ndust~-y. o-f coordinat1cn and 

cooperation on all levels and in many areas. 

lr.:i th the absence of n2.':: i2nal 

region cccpled with the r:.••p.:::..--.. .. ~ ..... -3 
~-'"~' -- ... _ .... _.._. 

field oF petrochemical but 

esser-t1.a!. 

Moreover. the present world trends alcn~ with th~ r1s1~~ 

th.o-t 

t t-:-e !'·eg ion highiy pctential, to 

incrE~sing petrochemical : !1 

marketing activities. Tha Arab ccuntrjes have also becom~ more 

awarE of the grounds for their the 

required sclutions and the indispensible ~eed 

coaper-aticn among their· ccuntr-ies and beb-1ee·- them 2r--: c-tho:::-i· 

regions to face the increasing global ~ha!le .... J~s. 

Thus, this paper was especially design~c to indicate the 

position of the l ..... thE· 

pet~·oche:T·ical i ndustr·y ~ relative to the ··eg:on and to the 

world fro~ the point of view of 

potentiality CT petrochemical pr·od~1ct ion. 

sc !'-:~mat i c: pn:~sentat ion the m.?.!n 

cooperation 1n the field of petrochemical lndustry including: 

f~rms of cooperation, levels. area3 and mechA~1sm. 

As the various topics and aspects cf 

issue are so interconnected and closely i·elated, is 

realized that some repetition unavo!dably occurs in various 

sections because o-f the nature of the topic. Natur·allv. when 

mad: et i ng is discussed, tr·ade and e::per-1er..:e ar·e ment :oned; 

and when di-f-ficulties are ~nalyzvd. m;.y 

Acr:ordingly. t;~f..' clUthor l-IOl.lld ! ti"· ln <H1v,,nrP. 
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II-A Brie~ Review o~ the Present 

Status o~ the Petrochemica1 

Industry in the Arab Countries_ 

Many of the oil rich developing countries all over the 

world are shifting from the export of only crude oil to more 

value added oil products not only because of the pure 

commer-cial value of such pr-oducts but also to develop their

industr-ial capabi 1 it ies, enhance the pr-ocess of technology 

transfer and to supply their ow~ growing domestic markets with 

the various petrochemica! 

essential elements in the 

economic sector-s. 

products which have become 

dev2lopment of the different 

Ar-ab oil and gas countr-ies have, in due time, realized 

the impor-tance of this industr-y to their- economic development 

and the urgency to utilize their natural hydrocarbon 

resources, particularly natural gas, by converting them to 

more valuable products. 

Consequently, a number- of Arab countr-ies launched many 

significant world-scale petrochemical complexes, mainly in the 

second half of the 1970's and early 1980's, motivated by the 

following factors: 

Abundance of natural gas, most of which has been flared 
to waste; 

Availability of funds, particularly after the oil price 

rises in 1973 and 1979-1980; 

High international demand, especially for basic and 

intermediate petrochemical products, and the encouraging 

world prices of these products; 

The desire to produce mor·e value-added products rather 

than only selling crude oil and 011 products with lower 

pr·ofit margin; 
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The Arab domestic market was a virgin market -for 

practically all petrochemical products, particularly 

thermoplastics <the main -five commodity plastics: HDPE, 

LDPE, PP, PS, and PVC> as well as synthetic fibres and 

synthetic rubber; 

The es~ablishment of a consid~rable number of oil 

r-ef=iriing industr-ies in the Ar-ab n:c•gion and the consequent 

production of naphtha, LPG and other petrochemical 

feedstocks; 

The desire ta generally industrialize their countries, 

improve their economies and raise their standards of 

1 i ving. 

Owing to these factors which prevailed in almost all Arab 

oil and gas-rich countries, particularly lhe Arab Countries in 

the Gulf region and North African Ara~ countries <especially 

Libya and Algeria>, quite a few of th2se countries have as 

mentioned before, established many sound petrochemical 

industr-ies in their r-egions. Excluding the pr-eduction of 

nitrogenous fertilizers <ammonia and urea>, the total 

installed Arab petrochemical production capacity ammounted to 

about 11.62 million tons in 1990 <Table no. 3), bl?sides 

several other ongoing expansions and newly planned ~uture 

products. 

In spite of the very short history of the petrochemical 

industry in the Arab region, 

outstanding development in 
this industry has accomplished an 

both the magnitude of production 

capacity of basic, intermediate and end-products involving 

some 30 or more various petr·ochemical materials produced in a 

large number of units spread around several Arab countries 

namely: Saudi Arabia, Algeria, Iraq, Libya, Qatar, Egypt and 

Bahrain. The majority of these projects are of world scale 

and up-to-date process technologies. 

Saudi Arabians present capacity alone. is more than 7.5 

mi 11 ion tons per· year of d1ffer·ent petrochemical products; and 
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with the already committed -future plans, the total production 

capacity will amount to almost 11.5 million tons in 1995/ 

<Table no. 4) In -fact, mo~~ o-f these added capacities ,.., i 1 1 

be in operation in 1993. 

Other Arab countries as wel 1. e:-:pandirig their 

petr-ochemica 1 i ndustr- ies. Bahr-a in pl .anned for- the con-:tr·uct ion 

of 300,000 tons per year MTBE based on its existing 400.000 

tons meth.=.n0l, 

tons PP; and Algeria may jointly, with Libya, construct a 

130,000 tons per v~~r high-density polyethylene unit. 

Ir-aq, another- major industr-ic.il countr-y in the r-egio11 has 

started the second largest petrochemical complex after Saudi 
Ar-abia to produce 420,000 tons ethylene, 160, (;;)(; tons 

polyethylene <different units>, 9(1, 000 tons PVC, 15, 0(11)-20, 000 

tons maleic anhydride, 245,000 tons propylene, 100,000 tons 

polypropylene and other aromatic products. Other-

countr- ies ar-e also knm.,n to have planned the proauct ion of 

variou~ petrochemical products at a lesser magnitude, such as 

Egypt, Kuwait and other Ar-ab collntr-ies in the Golf r-egion. 

Besides these large petroLhemical complexes, 

small-scale and downstream petrochemical industvies based on 

jmported or domestic raw-m~terials and intermediate products 

are spread around p~actically all Arab countries. 

It is a normal phenomenon to notice that ethylene, 

ethylene products, methanol and lately methanol's main 
MTBE, have dominated petrochemical derivative, 

product ion; moreover, these products naturally form the major 

portion of the Arab petrochemical production because Arab 

petrochemicals are mainly a gas-based industry, having the 

Ardb Oil ~Rd Gas Vol.XX No.482, 16. Oct. 1991 

Chrmiu.l ~ek, July :::, 1991 

f'et,.ocheifcal indu~try in fllgcria; by A. D1ell<d1 ·- Tnr~•ntf<d 
DI r er.t or nn p. Nnv. ' 1989. 

l 
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Table No.1 

Proven Cr-ude Oil Reser-ves 

(million o~ tons) 

I -----r- --·_·· --_--_-··_·---_···-...... .-I_--------· .. -- - 1· 
!990 -~~-

~~~~~~-~~~~-~~-t---

L2t i ~: Ar-~e ~- i ·= -?.. 

~f which: Alaeria 

Eg':,·~t 

G:-wc,n 

Li~····-'·~ 

!:--aq 
Ir-an 
KLH·Je<i t 
Oman 
GCi. t .;._ ~-

Far East ! Paci~ic 

Centrally Plan~ed 
Eccrno:r:ies 

L-Jorlc Total 
of wt-rich: OPEC 

! 
I 

- ' I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
! 
i 
I 
I 

! 
I 
I 

i 
! . 

I 
I 

J 
I 
J -

I 
.. ·· l--. 

I 
i 

4, 3t.S 

.. ~ .-.c. .1 ,· ,.. ,_. __ ·:: 

61..:!. 

-. -r .. -- .. .:..c._ 

3-: 11:. 

7/t -.,.-,-:-
. __ ..,. ... l c -

13.385 

13,64: 
12,662 
12" 8"7"5 

58~) 

610.: 

11.473 

137 ~ 24'7' 
1~)3~787 

I 

.L 
I 
I 

I 

4. 37(~ 

16.5~6 

1 ::6() 

616 
1 :)~) 

? .. """'~ ·-· . .:. ..::. . ..:.• 
-. """:Pn.r-. ...:.. "'._ . .,.,.::.. 
-:"" ~-,.c- A . ..:, .. . _,_,..,. 

9(;!' 767 
35.618 
1:·. 630 

13.699 
1::::. 719 
i3 .. 292 

589 
616 

...... r:: ........ "'! 
-~· "' ,_~ ;- ....,. 

11 .. 4(;8 

1
..,..-, ..,,...,..,.. 
.~,. 7 -;._, 

104.510 

I 

Arab Total 1 89.6~9 

....... ·A--t·._a_b_'l_. _:_wm=~- .. -_____ ..._ __ 6_4_._9~7-'l._. __ , 



t~bu Dh.:.;.t. i 
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8 

- ---·-··------------·- -----· 

5~ 173 

1 ..., ...., ... ,. / 

136 
·--- ------- ---- ·-··-- - ·--~-- -·· 

4~6lq 

198 
........ -· --·--·-·-----'---. -- -~--· - ·- ---- ··- -

1 
I 
i 
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TablE No.2 continued 

I .Sr.·;:c·l 2.-·= =-t·i r:::.:< 

( i_-=!T:~!"-OC1': i 1 (: 

I Cc·::o-::· i - . -. - - -· -- -. ·-- --- ---. --- - --

1. -;~~:: C<02~t- - - - - - • -_ - -I _ ---- --i::- ~-
1 --~ I- _c. ~ ~!-~-~~~· .~ ~- - -- -- . ·--· -- - - -_--:! - -- --- - -

I _?_~'_b~··~--- -- ------------·---- ------------ --------- 1_4 ----- -

1- ~-1-~y~ ----- -- ... -- ------- - --- -- 1 ..... '!-..,. 
J. ' ..:.:.. .i .... 

~.473 1 ~·.ieqer- i. 2 

, T~-~~.~~~-~---- -------- -- - --------------r-- --- ----~5---------

,--~a.,-~.:~,-~-:----------- --- ----------- ------~-~-----
Centrally Planned Economies 

Wot-ld Total 

47.082 

11911 2<7'8 

'""'\C" ...,,.~~ 

..::......: ' -...:· .' / 

-... -.-,. I ri•·a.b ~; of Wc-t· l ,j Tc.t2 l I ...... , ..................................................... ... .L.. .i. • ..:.:. I l. 

Sr_1f.1rc~: ~r21b f1il ~ G~1s,. '.'ol.XY .. t·;·).4i'7, 1.f.t1.i9.1991~ p.44 
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Table No.3 

Existirg petrochemical facilities in Arab countries with 

their prcduction capacities as of 1990 

1000 mBtric tons 

Products Algeria Saudi Iraq Qatar Libya Egypt P.ahrain fl.orocco Total Arab 

fu.sic olefine 

Et.hylen-:: 120 
Propyiene 

Aromatics 

I3enzene 90 
Toluene 15 
Mix.xylenes 247 
Para-xylene 38 

Arabia 

1.970 130 

245 25 
7 

280 
5 

330 
170 

15 
4 

r-:x;1on 

2.470 
175 

385 
26 

247 
38 

-~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Alcohols 

Methanol 
Ethanol 

Intermediats 

100 

Ethylene glycol 
Styrene 
Vinyl chloride 
monomer (VCM) 40 
Ethylene oxide 
Formaldehyde 20 

Ethylene 
di-chloride 64 

1.410 
300 

650 
360 

300 
390 

5 

560 

660 396 

66 60 100 

25 

105 95 160 

'jC:: 
~..; 

40 

2.566 
300 

650 
360 

591 
390 

62 
12 Tunisia 

1024 

*) The development integrated petrochemical irrlustry in the Arab region /UNIOO 
adjusted by the author. 

*) Arab oil arrl gas ,December 26.1990. 



Table 1 continued 

Products 

Final products 

plastics 

HDPE 
l.DPE+Il.DPE 
pp 
PVC 
Polystyrene 
Melamine 

SYNTHITIC 

fibe!"S 

Polyester f. 
Polyamide f. 

Others 

MI'PE 
Alkyl benzene 
Unsaturated 
p::>lyester 
resin 
Alkyd resins 
Polyvinyl 
Acetate resin 

Fonnaldehyde 
resin 

Algeria Saudi 
Arabia 

48 

35 

12 

14.4 

91 
595 

200 
100 
20 

500 

12 
7 

8 

11 

Iraq Qatar Libya Egypt Bahrain Morocco Total .k-ab 
Region 

30 
60 140 

60 

50 

3 

80 

68 
60 80 

26.5 
4 

40 

25 

6 

:.;: 
.;:,::. 
-,-.,, _.._ .. _. 

Kuwait l5 

500 
90 

.:. .. 
Kuwait :· 
Jordar. :o 
U.A.E. 6 

14.4 
Jordan :.6 

11.621 

*)Ethylene dichloride intermediate is not added to the total. 
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Saudi Arabia's Petrochemical Present Status and Future 
~~acity 

SABIC'~_E_r_~~ent ~!"":d Fon?cast C~acities, 1991-199~ 
{ -:')(H) T /Yea!'-) 

Product. 
i- ---- .... ·- -- ·-r--·-- - ---··-·--- .... ---- ---. ·- - --· .. , 
; Present Extension l Final l 
! ~~::~ity ···t· ·:~~~~--~~-=--~+-.~;~;~ty-· ·- ·.1 

·c-· ,.-- • -c:-- I 
O,._!~-' -r~)(} !. • 1 _•....;~_, I 

·- --- s==-<:· ----·r ----=--- -- --- --- . - -'~-~.~; ----- 1 
--l- ---.:-~ ------- -- ~ ~~- --- -- --1 
--l----~--------- --· ~-:.~ ------ . -1 
~-- ------------- _ __:_~::=· --- -- --

Et!-:-~'ler:e t~l-~'." .. Ccrl 

Et~y!ene D1ch!oriae 

-, __ --~~c 
I~dustrial Ethanol 

! -

Vinyl Chloride Monomer ------· -- ··------- ------· -. --· ---- ... -- r·· 
Propylene ! -- . _____________ J __ 

I . 

300 300 
--- ----- -· ---- -------- -·------------- --

300 300 
---·---- -- . ·-------·-- - -

E~Lt~adier:e 100 100 --- - ! - -. ·--·--------------- -- --------- -------

Benzene 
I 

----L. ~~i?_ --
I 

I 
I. ----L--~~10 ________ _ 

F' .:;. l ·,.1 st;: ,-E !"":E 

. -I ;~;; ---· 
20 

-..... .....:.•_• 
. ---- --------·- -·-·----·-- - .. ·- ---- . ------ --
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advantages of low-cost feedstock. However-, it should also be 

very normal to develop other- at-eas of petrochemical production 

such as propylene and aromatics and their down-stream products 

because most of the Arab countries pr-esent l y hnve large and 

well developed refineries, the source of LPG and naphtha, for

t he production of ~oth propylene 2nd aromatics, demand of 

which is continuously increasing. As 2 matter of fact, 

naphtha has been introduced in ethylene crackers in Libya, and 

pr-opyiene and pol ypr-opylene are being pr-esent l y produced. 

Bacic aromatics, particularly benzene and xylene are produced 

in Saudi Arabia and Algeria in relatively large amounts and 
furthet

sti 11 

capacities are under construction to 

the downstream industries ba~ed 

meet demand, yet 

on aromatic 

intermtdiates are not developed. Among the most important 

aromatic intermediates are terephthalic acid and dimethyl 

terephthalate, the raw materials for· the product ion cf 

polyester fibt-es; however-, these chemicals are not yet 

produced in the Arab world inspite of their importance and 

need. Most of the aromatics-based industry in the Arab region 

presently depends on imported intermediates. However, the 

polyester raw materials are not the only important materials 

missing from thr Arab petrochemi:::a I p-oduct ion matr- b:; 

products for manufacture of polyamide and polyacrylic fibers 

are as well not presently produced. The ~ame situation also 

applies to synthetic rubber raw materials and other vital 

chemicals. 

In spite of such an admirable accomplishment of the 

petrochemical industry in the Arab world, the industry, with 

no doubt, has ~aced many dif~iculties and constraints in 

different stages and on various levels. Moreover, the 

industry was basically designed according to each country 7 s 

individual views and policies involving a very limited extent 

of coordination and cooperation. Also, the industry was 

either based mainly on the domestic market o~ that particular 

Ar·ab country or- "ms basically or·1enter1 for r::par·t to 

international markets. Thus, in most cases, production is 
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either- mL·ch more than the local market demand or- too smal 1 to 

meet Ar· ab domestic mar-l~ets. 

Another- obstacle to development of the industry is that 

the various economic sectors uti l i ::i ng petr-cchF?mica 1 products 

ar-e not yet developed; and the available mar-ket is too sma 11 

to absorb the nroduction, particularly in the absence of 

coordination and cooperation, elements which are considered to 

be vital to this industry. In addition, there are many other 

technical obstacles such as the lack of adequate marketing 

e:<perience, availability of trained personnel, or-gani::ed and 

functional R&D, adequate infrastructure and required 

cechnology. 

Nevertheless, petrochemical industry in the Arab region 

has been progressively growing: pr-oduct diversity has been 

expanded, many difficulties have been efficiently treated, a 

number- of pr-oblems are being solved and e~:per-ience has been 

deepened. And if the future of the petrochemical industry 

will not always be sparkling, there are many indications that 

it might at least be very promising. 
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I I I-Wor :J.d pe1:.roche•ica1.. ou1:. :J.ook 

The sluggish United States economy tcgethe~- with Eun::;pean 

econcmic de;:n-ession have ce~-tainly le-ft thei~- -fi ngen:H· i nts on 

the chemical and petrochemical indus~ry•s gr~wth as weii. 

Th2 wor~d ~conomy had just started re~iving at the end o~ 

~ne ~=so•s a-fter a long period o-f recessic~ ~hich -fc!l2~ed the 

t \-10 Ci l Cr- i SE~-. Western Europe's average EGP was gro~1ng at 

in 1987; however, t~ 1990. tha~ ~ro~th 

aropp~d to 2.8% and is expected to decline -further 1n 19.:Y 1 :+. 

a~d output is expected to conti~~e to -fall ~or the 

least. 

possible n?pet:ition o-f the ear·iy 1980s'economic situation 

mig'.'-,i.: be -flickering on the wor-1 d petr-ocr;emic :il hor- i ::en. 

It is hard to say much at present amidst these cr.anging 

events and instabilities. The standing sit~~cion carries 

opportunities and risks -fo~ Western Eurooe 

increase, and the prode=~ion o~ 

the developing countries will also increa~e. especially that 

o-f the Middle East region whi~h consid=-s Euro~e l 
.... c: .__ 

potential market. The question which puts Western Europe in a 

dilemma is whether er not they can compete with the Middle 

E2st producers in supplying the Eastern European market; or, 

in other· wor·ds, would Eastern European countries he more 

attracted by Middle Easter-n suppl ie--s? 

On the at her hand~ the Asian which or.c£· 

represented a large net importer of petrochemicals, is 

gradually becoming self-sufficient. The Japanese seem that 

they may bf? reconsider-ing their· plans for bu i 1 di ng a 1 I the 

proposed ethylene projects in order to avoid extreme excess 

capacity. South Korea's underway and proposed proj~cts will 
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have a negative mat·ket impact on global petr-ochemical i nd11str-y 

and on Japan in parti~ular because a substantial amount of 

theit- pr·oducts at·e likely to be e::pm-ted and will consequently 

compete with the Japanese e}:isting market in China and other

Far East countr-l.es. South Kot·ea's ethylene capacity in 1988 

was 500,000 metr·ic tor.s per year and by 1993 is e}:pected to 

reach 3.2 million - more than six times that o.f 1988. In 

contrast, Western Europe's ethylene ~apacity in 1993 is 

expected to be 1.2 times that of 1988; in ~~e United States 

1.3 times, and in Japan i.14 times . 

On top of this, som~ large gr~up companies with almost no 

experience in the petrochemical industry are also entering the 

business, constructing both upstream and downstream 

facilities, such as Sansung and Hyundai, which are each 

building 350,00Q ton-pet·-year· ethylene crackers to be finished 

by the end of 1991 or early 1992. South Kor-ea·~ surplus 

ethylene is most likely to be exported to the United States 

rather than to Western European markets; and also an attempt 

to enter the Japanese market will probably be made. 

Besides the Korean projects, ethers have been announced 

in the Asian region. Among them are t~o in Taiwan for- a total 

of 850, 000 metric tons ethylene per year·; one in China at 

380,000 metric tons; a second cracker in Thailand at 350,000 

metric tons; a crackin~ capacity in Indonesia of 550,000 

metric tons; and a cracker in Malaysia with 320,000 metric 

tons. This amounts to d total of 2.45 million metric tons per 

year of announced capacity, most to be operating in 1994-95. 

Singapore, ~s well, is expecting an expansion of their 

petrochemical complex scheduled for 1995 at an estimated cost 

o~ $ 1.5 billion. Beside~ more traditional petrochemicals. it 

will add new derivatives capacity; for example, as they 

Che•ical ~~d Engeneering New~: Nov.4. 1991. p.1) - 15 

32 
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~nnounced, it will include engineering plastics and specialty 

fibr-es!- .:u-oma.t1cs and also specialty chemicals. 

As the petr-ocheir.ical industry -faces up to the economic 

depr-ession in the West., a fundamental shif=t in pm.,er- tm.,<:n-ds 

the Far East is beginning to make itself felt between 1991 and 

1994, assuming that world wide production of ethylene will 

increase by a total of approximately 12.00 million tons 

between 1992 & 1995. Of this total 6.35 million tons <547.> 

will be built in and around the Far East r~gion. 

The logical assumption is that this e::tr-a pr-eduction of 

ethylene and its derivatives will replace a great deal of 

material that is currently imported to Asia from America, 

Europe, and the Middle East. While in 1980 Europe and the 

United States accounted for 24% of polyethylene and 35% of 

polypropylene imports in Asia, today th~se ~igures are 17% and 

25X respectively, and are set to fall further. 

Saudis a5 well, will be forced 

unless they will increase their 

countries to coordinate production 

market there. Table No.6 shows the 

ca~acity and the forecast for 1995. 

to look more to the West, 

cooperation with Asian 

and search for a firm 

present world ethylene 
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As For the demand, it would be useFul to indicate that 

Fot-ecasts by the Ro}•al Dutch/Shel 1 gr-oup show that Asia

Pac if=ic oil demand will increase from 13 million bid in 1990 

to 15 million bid in 1995. Only marginal growth is expected 

in Europe and North America durin~ the same period. 

Asia-Pacific oil demand lagged the European 

Communities consumption of a little less than 12 million bid. 

Within two years Asia-Pacific demand had shot up to a!most 13 

million b/d while EC recorded a little more than 12 million 

bid. By 1995, Asia-Pacific demand o~ 15 million b/d will 

compare with about 12.5 million bid in Europe. South Korea 

alone r-ecot-ded pr-oduct demand increases of 20-30/./yeat· during 

1988-1990. 

Petrochemical growth will be equally dramatic and again 

leave Europe and the United States standing. Iner-ease in 

Asia-Pacific demand for ethylene and propylene are forecast by 

Shell at 67. and 9/./year- respectively. South Korean new 

ethylene plants will put supply-demand balance in the region 

into surplus up to 1995. The six new ethylene plants in South 

Korea which are expected to be onstream in 1992 will boost the 

capacity to 3.2 million tons/year from 1 million tons/year. 

These plants will turn Korea from a net importer cf about 

400,000 tons/year of ethylene into a major exporter to the 

United States and other Asia-Pacific countries. Figur·e No. 1 

shows the comparison of ethylene demand in North America, 

Western Europe, and Asia-Pacific regions for· 1990, 1995, and 

2000; and figure No. 2 indicates the average increase of 

ethylene and propylene demand. * 34 

With the start-up of eight major new crackers worldwide 

in 1991, the operating rate of ethylene fell, at the first 

t Oi 1 <md:sr,~~ Journal, Aug. 26, 1991, p.18 
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~igure 1: Ethylene Demand: N.Americ~, W.Eu~c~e and Asia 

t=\?c i .f i c. 

N.America W.Europe Asia-Pac1~1c 

~ig~re -· Ethylene and Propylene rate o~ growth <X> 1900 

Pe~cent average ~ 

u.s W.Europe Asia.Pacific 

0 EthylenE" ~ Pr·opylene 
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quarter o-f 1991, in West Eur-ope to the approximate rate o-f 

84'l.. *; Figur-e3Ro. 3. 

Ole-fin over supply -from capacity expansion In Europe plus 

poor downstream ~emand has weakened the ethylene market; and 

together with the strong prices of naphtha, 

ethylene business to a critical level. 
has br-ought the 

Today, Asia is virtual!y self-sufficient In ethylene as 

mentioned above and expected also to be self sufficient in 

ethylene 7
s major plastics derivatives in 1994. Thus, the 

United States and Western Europe are gradually losing their 

-foothold in the Far Eastern markets. 

Saudi Ar-abia, the major· petrochemical producer and 
exporter in the Middle East, sells a significant portion of 

t~~ir petrochemicals <about 257.> to Asia; and now they have 
to -find other markets or closely cooperate with Asian 

countries by coordinating production strategies and arranging 

long-term supplies. Other Middle East countries such as 

Qatar~ Iran and Traq, ~ith their expansion plans, will turn 

the region into a large petrochemical concentration area. 

Qatar, with its new large complex scheduled to produce in 

1993, will become another large petrochemical producer in the 

area; and Iran, which has the highest gas rcsarves in the 

region, may 

petrochemical 

economic plan. 

also occupy a significant position in the 

industry according to their first five year 

Iraq is a great potential petrochemical producer with a 

large market and long industrial experien:e. Besides their 
first petrochemical complex which produces 120.000 tons 

* Chemical5 l-Jeelc, July 24 4 1991. 

Chanqings&patterns in 9lob~l petrochemical trade. 
Vi telly - f'LATT' s Weelc/S, 2 Sept.1991. v. 4 •• No. :!-5 
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ethylene, 90. 000 tons polyethylene. anci 60, 000 tons PVC pet

year, they have already started the construction o~ another 

very large complex in 1989 to produce a wide range o~ 

petrochemicals using di~~erent Feedstock (n~tural gas, LPG and 

naphtha>. 

Thus, the region will be greatly potential For export; 

moreover, the Focus now is on Europe, which is still a net 

importer o~ ethylene and at the same time ha~ the highest 

production costs mainly because most oF its petrochemical 

industry is oil-based, contrary to the case o~ America and 

Saudi Arabia where most oF their production is gas based. 

Saudi producers have ~ewer costs to cover and ~ewer local 

environmental concerns with which to deal, besides having 

vi r-tual l y not enough domestic demand ~or their ethylene and 

derivatives; there~ore they must market their out-put 

aggressively throughout the world. However. with the American 

and Mexican products, which have already made their way into 

Europe, they will ~ind the market there somewhat more crowded. 
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Recent trends 

Trends in plastics 

Plastics ir. gener·a! d:d r.ot escape the slip H?L.O the 

dawn-phase o-f the busi~r~s cycle, but were 2~-fected with much 

less sever· i ty. Commodity thermoplastics (the major bulk c~ 

plastic ~~teria!s) are within their trad1ticnai rate o-f grcwth 

led b~ polypropylene where growth rates show a higher average. 

Linear· lm-1-den::ity polyethylene (LLuPE! ~ in most an~as o-f 
the l-mr· l d, l·1ili ~igni-ficantly outpace other· co1?1peting large-
volume plastics such as low-density polyethylene ar.d high-

densitv poly~thyiene. New capacity is under construction at 

0-ften, this is : SN i r.g: =apacity t~at can 

be used to m~k~ e1ther LLDPE or HDPE. 

PVC's global demand is expected to grew at an average o-f 

3.71. to br·ing the total world production to 26,36 111illion tons 

in the year 2000. Over the past several yea~-=. global d~mand 

~or PVC has increased at 4 to 5% annually, b~inging it to 16,2 

m1111on tons in 1990. 

Specialty petrochemicals which were t~~ fashion among 

chemical manufacturers in 1980 to retain h:gher earnings 2nd 

because they are believed to oe recessicn-orocf products. 

These products are not exactly enjoying those days, but they 

are holding up well. Hereunder is a brief review of the 

developed regions' main plastics production ~:atus. 

Western Europe 

As ~or the commodity thermoplastics. there is a sign o-f 
improvement in the growing demand over· the 

I :2 

C+EN June 10. 1991. f'. 47 
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the substantial incr-ease in film use and in injection moulded 

parts For automotive and electric sectors. 

Consumption of high-density polvethylene {Hl'PE> '." 

3. 7':-:. LDPE homopolym-er- use ttas. h~wever-, r-e!atively stagnant. 

while LOPE cc-polymer-s and lin<:a<? low-density pol.,·Ethylene 

low-densitv pclyethyl2ne use gn?w by 

\LLDPE> posted .;:;.bcve aver·age g.cairrs. Polystyrene consumption 
rose 6.6% and polyvinyl chloride CPVC>, ins.pite '3f the 
continuing pressure -Fr·cm alter-native mater-ials, incr-eased in 
virtually all . __ , 
l.. ''·"!' 

Table No. , 

markets including p2ckaging. though ':Inly 

Consumption of the Main Thermoplast?cs 

Products 1989 

LLDPE 2.68 

LOPE 5.06 

in Western Europe 

1990 1995 

7.94 3.66 

5.25 

3.69 5.23 

Calculated on growth 

r-ate/year 1990-

1995 

4.57. 

7.57. 
----------t-------~-----r-----'--------------~-
PS 1.68 1. 79 2.07 

Modern Pl~~tics Int~rnational 0 Jdn. 1991. P. 51 

14 

Modern Plastic Internation~I, Jdn. 1991 
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USA 

In the U~ited States, the majority o; plastics will 

cor.tinu2 their· t:t·aditional gr-owth in demand and pt-oduction. 

Most sources forecast that this gr·owth r·ate will be. hcwever-, 

lower- than in the 1980's. High density polyethylene <HDPE) is 

expected to exceed 4.5 million tons in 1995 up ~ram over 3.6 

million tons in 1991, which is 307. of globai demand which is 

about constn.!ct ion wi 11 al low capacity to gr-ow and keep pace 

with, or exceed demand. Low-density polyethylene output is 

growing again in the United States after de=lining for several 

year·s as a r·esult of ~he pat-tial shift towar-ds linear- low-

density polyethylene CLLDPE>. Limited by capacity restraints, 

US demand will continue to inct·ease, avera·~ing more than 27. 

annual 1 y over- the ne:-'.t five years, as other polyethylene now 

are seldom substituted for- the low-density materials. 

Linear low-density polyethylene CLLDPE) growth during the 

1990's will be substantial but not similar tc that of the last 

decade where demand jumped from less than 340,000 tons to more 

than 2 million tons <at an average annual growth rate of about 
207.) • 

Polypropylene witnessed an average rate of growth around 

57. in 1990, which is about 2 to 2.5 times the growth of gross 

national products. In 1990, United States demand for 

polypropylene was more than 3 million tons and by 1995 is 

expe~ted to exceed 3.86 million tons; and U.S> export of 

polypropylene in 1990 was about 730,000 tens. This brought 

the total domestic and export oemand to 3.73 million tons in 

1990. The larger markets are in fibres and filaments, 

injection-moulded items and films. 

In the ne::t five year·s ~ more than C" 
,J million tons of 

polypropylene capacity will be built outside the U.S.; and 

most of them will be in the Pacific r1~ region~ currently an 
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area of high imports of polypropylene -Fr-om the U.S. Thus 

export is -forecast to decline at the rate of 97. annually 

through 1995. 

Pol yvi nylchlor ide <PVC> has gr-own steadi 1 y since 1982, 

but it showed a slippage in 1991 and the output declined by 

about 3'1. -fr-om the 1990 output; but pr-oduct ion is e:<pected to 

r-ecover-. In 1990, U.S. output of PVC was estimated at 4. 14 

million tons and in 1991 about 4 million, down by 37.. 

For-ecasters still see that North America will continue 

exporting PVC during the 1990's because of a cost advantage. 

Capacity is -foreseen to be still shm-t in the Asia/Pacific 

region, causing the region to be a net importer o-f PVC 

throughout the decade. 

Polystyrene's production is falling slightly in the US 

for the third year in a row <1989-1991). In 1990 the 

production declined by 1.61., but both production and demand 

are expected to grow in the future but not at the rate 

experienced earlier in the d~:ade. It is 

average annual growth rate for the 1990's 

less than 27.. <Table No. 8>. 

forecast that the 

in the US will be 

Globally, polystyrene demand will grow 3.37. annually, and 

total demand will hit 12.3 million tons in the year 2000. 

Areas with rapid growth will be the Pacific rim, Eastern 

Europe, Africa and the Middle East. 

Che~ical f
6 Engineering NeMs, June, 10, 1991, P. 39-62. 
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UNITED STATES 
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3apa.n 

Japan 

growth of 

is a mature economy country with an anticipated GDP 

about 3-47. annua 11 y. Cur-rent l y ~ the Japanese 

government is in.fluencing domestic economic gr-owth through 

fiscal policy; and because the Japanese ve!l is e:-:pected tc 

maintain its strength, such a policy js e::pected to continue 

thr-o•Jgh the 1990' s. However, pr-oduct ion of :::: 1.;;.s~ ics :hawed no 

sign o-f slow-down. Among the co~"'Gdi ty !'!'3te~-ial:. 

polypr-opylene posted the most gains in 199(• over- that cf 198'? 

due largely to growth in injection moulding applications. The 

same tr-end is also seen i!l the engineering ther-moolestics 

market. 

Consumption in LDPE and HDPE ar-e kee~ing their

with slight increase in LDPE. <Table No. 9>. 

levels 
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Wor1d Hethano1 and HTBE 
<Hethv1 tert-buty1 ether> 

tHBE is cne area of the petrochemica! indust•-·,- which 

demonstrated an abn~rmally high demano, particuldrly in the 

deve 1 aped r-eg i er.=:. 

chemical industry. 
holding a higt·l}' esteemed position in the 

!t has been the fastest ;rowing chemical 
of the 1980' s. ard it will likely rontinue tc h~l~ that 

distinction throughout the 1990s. In the United States. while 

the petrochereicai industry continues its down-cycle. IT'•ethyl-
tert butyl ethers' iMTBE> increa<:ed demand is e;,pected to 
aver-age -.c--· 

.::...JI. the by 1995 to the end o+: 

decade. MTBE is now entering a new phase o~ dramatic groKth 

in the US because of its use in reformulated fuels tc meet 

requiremer>ts o-f u-,e Clean Air- Act. The current US MTBE 
capacity is estimated at 5.6 million metric tons and the 

annoanced projects will double capacity to over 14 mi 11 ion 
metric tons by 1~95, although numerous other projects under 

construction could easily boost the total capacity to 22 

million metric tons by the end of the decade. But even that 

may not be enough to meet demand if growth of MTBE continues 

at the e:'.pected r·.;te. 

In addition, more MTBE projects are being built and 

others are under construction elsewhere in the world, many of 

them export oriented such as Arab Gulf countries that will be 

looking to supp 1 y Eur-ope and future US demands. 

In Western Eur·ope, as well. most countries have become 

near to the deadline for using leaded gasoline; thus MTBE 

demand will soar. Environmental awareness of air pollution 

caused by automobiles is gr-owing in many developing regions 

and the use of MTBE will be eventual. 

This boom in building MTBE is beginning to strain the 

methanol mad:et dnd pr·!ces for· m(~thanoJ lool· set to rise; and 

methanol pr-c.>dw::Pr ~' whn hope to be able to meet theu· m0thanol 
demand for· MTBE> from thn ~orld 
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methanol export oriented plants such as those o-f the Middle 

East, Southeast Asia and Latin America, met with the fact that 

many countries o-f these regions ar-e shifting to pr-oduce MTBE 

or planning to do so. Thus, forecasters expect that the 
methanol mad~et will soon move away ft-om its cur· rent 
stagnation into a deficit due to rapid building cf MTBE 
capacity. However, on a world-wide basis, methanol should be 

balanced for the majority of 1992 but tighten thereafter as a 

potential shortf•ll of over one million m~tric tons develops 

in 1993. 17 

In Saudi Arabia, for example, besides SABIC's underway 

increase of the MTBE production capacity in its complex from 
the pt-esent 500,000 tons/year to 1.9 million tons/year 

scheduled for- 1993, studies for the cor.str·uct ion of three 

other units with a combined capacity of 1.8 million tons/year· 

are being carried out, aiming for 3.7 milllion tons of MTBE in 
1995. 

2:::. 
Andres Wood

7
and Rondld ~egley - Chemicdl Week. July 31. 1991. p. 22-

- C+ EN, June 10, 1991, p. 1::; 
- Arab Oil dnd Gas Journal: Vol. XX, No. 482. Oct. 16, 1991. 
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Benzene Ha.rkets 

World benzene demand is estim2ted at 22 million tons in 

1990 and will grow 3.8X per year to 26.5 million tons in 1995. 

No i~crease in demand is expected in 1991~ however~ a growth 
of 2. 57. is for-eseen for- the yeat- but 

increase at an aver-age of 5.57./year- dur-ing 1993-1995. The Far-
East/Asia region will demonstrate an in~rease of benzene 

demand of about 5.97. per year. Consumption in the US will 
increase by an average of 37. per year~ in Western Europe by 

3.27. per year and in Eastern Europe and South America will 

remain unchanged through 1993. 

Global benzene capacity will increase to about 36.7 

million tons in 1995, which is a 6 million increase since 
1990. :LB 

Oil and GA~ journal, Sept. 23, 1991, p. 22 
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Future Prospects 

In vie~ o~ the frequer.t, numercus and dramatic world 

events which have happened and overlapped in a very short time 

and in such a sequence~ it would have been quite difficult or 

almost impossible to have taken e-f~ective r2cavery measures at 

the right time to regulate the ef~ects o~ this unavo1dable 

imJ::-3.Ct. 

As the wounds of the Gulf War are still bleeding and the 

after-shock continues to reverberate around the petrochemical 

business, Western Europe edges towards greater unity and the 

Soviet Union is being dissolved. Sever-al 

independent republics were born with their eyes glittering far 

free market economy; and Eastern European countries have 

marched their way through democrati~ation. All o-f these 

events came at a time when the '"'m-ld is in a relatively 

serious recession cycl~ and the industry is suffering from 

transient overcapacity build-up~ decrease in demand and poor 
retvrns. 

Although it is quite premature to forecast with ~uch 

accuracy the future of the industry, it seems evident that the 
steadily rising feedstock prices -for- Er_u-opean ethylene 
crackers, and the low prices of ethylene derivatives are 

forcing European ethylene producers to search for w3ys o~ 

reversing their losses. The cracker operating rates are 

expected to dip below 80% as ethylene capacity grows by over 

20% over the period 1991-1993 and the tune of the early 
1980's: cost reduction, plant closures and "mothballing", 

rationalization, alliance and joint ventures, integration of 

refinery operations and petrochemical production ••• etc •• will 

be buzzing around the producers' ears. 
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Thu~ whatever· the a~pr·oach, the consensus among producers 

is that this sector of the ir.dustry is unlikely to see a 

returr. to happier times before 1993 despite the fact that 

demand fer polymers is running at a reason2bly good. but 1ess 

than expected rate. For polyethylene, ~or instance. the 

growth in demand is forecast at 1.2% per year with a ree11ng 

that a retur~ tc ~he 3%/year level will net take pl2c~ until 

1993 at the earliest. Moreover, as long as Europe re!ies on 

naphtha cracking, a situation Khich 1s regarded as a seric~s 

t-:ea!::r.ess, it will continue to have the hichest ethylene costs 

cf any developed region. Naphtha supply is also expected to 

become tighter in coming years, with cost rising faster than 

other- feedstock, ~·Jhich l".ay ever. \-Jor·sen the si tuat ie:n e..mong 

European ethylene producers. 

The US industry has the added advantage o~ flexibility cf 

feedstock supply and at the same time possessing the plants 

and infrastructure to be able to take advantage of variations 

in price between ethane, 

US is based an ethane 

LPG and naphtha. 

<427.>, LPG <297.) 

Production in the 

and naphth~ {187.>. 

while n~phtha accounts for 707. of all ethylene production in 

west Europe and ~lexibility in using other feedstocks at most 

units is almost nonexistent. In fact, only five out of 51 

crac~ers in west Europe have the capability to switch to LPG. 
19 

Japan, which is almost entirely dependent on Gulf sources 

for its naphtha and other petroleum products seems likely to 

face the greatest naphtha supply problems as a result of 

Saudi's plan to cut-down the total exports from 4.3 million 

tons to 2.7 million tons in 1992. Japan is also asking for 

lower naphtha premium which co~plicates their supply problems 

from both the Saudis and Kuwait. which Hhich just started 
shipping their first 50,000 tons to Europe. 

----------· ----
Europe~n e~emical News. Nov. 25. 1991 
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Sovi~t naphtha exports had also deteriorated sharply in 

1991; and the situation for 1992 remains quite volatile. 

Meanwhile, naphtha prices continued to ~all. with the current 

20 ELwopean price around $ 195/ton. 

Thus, both US producers using propane and ethane, and 

Middle East producers based on ethane, are able to deliver 

petrochemical materials to Europe in competition with European 

domestic producers, ~ven with the lowest cost naphtha. 

Cyclicality in the global petroch~mical industry is being 

aggravated by additional capacity ~ram new producing sources 

such as Venezuela, Me::icc, Thailand and Malaysia, and the new 

p1oducers will have to consider relating investments to the 

timing of industry cycles, or ~ace poor returns when start-ups 
occut· just at the beginning o~ a worldwide downturn, as 
foreseen by Chem Systems, until mid 1990's. Tr·aditiona! 

producers are also preparing for change in their strategies. 

It seems also that the world petrochemical industry would 

be highly cyclical for at least a decade and that newly 

developing countr·ies with substantial oil and gas reserves 

would find an important place in the industry, 

the Arab countries and Iran in the Gulf region. 
particularly 

Ho1.-1ever·, developing countries without substantial oil 

resources, such as Brazil, Taiwan and South Korea, have also 
become important petrochemical producers, indicating that 

possession of hydrocarbon reserves is not the only driving 

force in building a petrochemical i~d~stry. 

Thus, the industry is becoming increasingly competitive 
ever·ywhen? and restructuring in the developed areas is 

eliminating smaller, high-cost producers, which historically 
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have been responsible for propping up prices of many commodity 

petr-ochemicals. Shutdown o-f such producEr-s has -flattened the 

cost curve for such commodities as ethylene and polyvinyl 

chlor-ide, wit~ corresponding low~r margins -fer the mor-e 
e-f~icient producers. 

Also, with competition now on a global DC1S].S, it has 

become necessar-y to develop global, not just r-egicnal, cost 

curves to assess pricing and likely -future margins ~or th~ 

pn:Jducts. Consequently, traditional petrochemical companies 
ar-e implementing vertical integration moves in 01-der to 

compete more efficiently during the di-f-ficult parts cf the 

cycle or going down~tream closer to the consumer by making 

more value-added products. 21 

Quoted f?6~ Chemical Marketing Reporter, Nov. 11, 1991. by Che~. 
System Hr, Peter H. Spitz 
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Gr-owing environmenta.1 and 

Mankind has become inc~easingly more acutely aware that 

the future is inseparably linked to the protection ~~ the 

natural environment in which we live, particularly 

to climatic changes, bio-d:i.ver-sity and the m:0<.nagemer.t :J-f to,·ic 

chemicals and hazardous wastes. 

Chemical industries in particular are greatly responsible 

-for- polluting the environment by r·eleasing har-m~L·i substar:ces 
to air, water and land. In developed countries, where the 
bulk o-f the industr-y is concentrated. issue: of 

environmental protection has been of great concern to all 

public enterp~-ises and gover-nmental levels. 

regulations have been issued in Europe, the US, and Japan for 

determining the allowable limits of ef-fluent to be emitted to 

the environment and are continuously being amended with 

tighter restrictions aiming for a better balance between the 

environmental nature and the industries' disposal impact. 

Among such newly issued environmental legislations .:we 

the Clean Air Act and its amendments in the US and Integrated 

Pollution Control <IPC> as a part of UK'5 Environmental 
Protection Act ( 1990) which introduced a radical concept 
giving the Industrial Pollution Inspectorate wide powers to 

control all manufacturing operations which involve release of 

"preset- i bed substances" to air, water or 1 ar.d. Ho11"1ever·. while 
these and other such legislations would, with no doubt, 
improve environmental conditions, their impact on the 
industries' costs, which hinge on the method of implementing 
the environmental control regulations, could not be easily 
overlooked. Thus, for some of the smaller chemical companies, 
the full implementation of these pollution control act, may 
determine their entire existence. 
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The unique nature of the petrochemical industry as a 

large producer- of packaging and ether- disposable matet-ials, 

particularly plasti~s Hhich represent nearly BZ of municipal 

\-1astes in developed countt-ies, r-eqult·es the adopt icn cf sound 

policies not only in the product ion side cf the. industr·y bL1t 

also in the utilization and end use~ o~ p~trDchemical 

prcd~1cts. It is very important to clcsely control the 
utilization a~ the suitable grades of 

purpose and to safely dispose of such 

of degr-adable plastics has been the 

plEstics for the right 

mater-ials. The concept 

cor-e of these days' 

research and development activities where a great 

been accomplished in the field cf pr-oduci!"1g photo 

degradable plastic materials. 

deal has 

and bio-

In developing countt-ies, ther-e has been a gr-owing 

awareness of environmental effects cf the petrochemical 

industry aggravated by the large number cf processes and 

technologies imported from industrialized countries. A number 

of these countries have established sets of regulations for 

envir-onmental protection from the industr-v's emissions; yet 

some of these regulations are 

developed nations' rules which 

local conditions or they are 

ei thet- just duplicates of 

require modifications for the 

being implemented at ease. 

However, adequate environmental guidelines an emission and 

released effluents should be adapted by the 

where the petrochemical industry is rapidly 

following goals : 

Arab countries 

growing with the 

to avoid the adverse effects on public health and 

environmental quality of the rapidly growing 

petrochemical production in the Arab region by the 

enforcement of adequate pollution control regulations. 

Such regulations would require the evaluation of po~sible 

environmental impact and public health effects of the 

different process operations of petrochemical production 

facilities~ and the necessary measures to mitigate 

adver·se effects. 
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tc assess envir-onmental impacts by conducting sun,1eys of 

the e::isting envir-onmental conditions at plar.t sites 

including char-acter i zat ion of the volume of wastes, r-ate 

cf flow, and the chemical. physical and biolagic2l 

characteristics cf the generated waste, as well as 

handling and storage of hazardous wastes originating from 

the industry's di~ferent processes. Moreover; lists of 

the various processes which contain priority pollutants 

and sound technologies fer treatments ar-e avai !able. but 

the cor-e of the envir-onmental pr-otection pr-ocess lies in 

the pr-oper- management and ccoper-ative effor-ts betl-!een the 

gover-nments and petrochemical producers as wel 1 as 

provisions for the high investment incurred. 

The issue 

industries 

of 

and 

pollutant release 

in par-ti cu la:-

from the various 

-from chemica! and 
petrochemical process units is very large involving 

thousands of harmful and hazardous materials handled by 

various producers and environmental protection agencies, 

and could net easily be covered in this paper; however, 

some of the important specific measures to be taken in 

the Arab petrochemical producing countries as well as in 

developing countries, are briefly summarized as follows: 

The establishment of local institutional 

environmental protection agencies in each country. 

The assignment of a special department for pollution 

control and environmental protection in every 

petrochemical complex to closely monitor and control 

emissions as well as to insure the safety of the 

workers and the security of the plant ag3inst 

accidents. 

Minimization of the amount of waste generated. by 

selecting more efficient processes or modifying th~ 

existing industrial processes involved. 
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Investigation o-f possibilities -fo:- the tnrns-fer- o-f 

some of t.1e sol id and liquid wastes to other 

companies where they may be o-f use. 

recovery o-f useful materials and the elimination of 

harmful dispcs2ls. 

E-f-ficient utilization cf the P ler.t i fu l 

c:.n-ied out in othet· developed cour.tr-ies en the 

levels and management o~ waste treatments 

and allowable disposals. 

Encouragement o-F cooperation regionally and 
i nten-egional 1 y to inc:-ease af.·Jareness of 
envtt-onmental effects and to assist in efficiently 

utilizing measw-es adopted by othe:·s. 

Finally, it may be said that the environmental pollution 

problem is similar- to human health in 'that prevention is 

always easier and less expensive than b·eatment; in other 
words, one 

investment. 

ounce o-f prevention l-sould t~ l·:crth a sound 
::2::2 

- Engineerfifg and Environ•ent Review Supple•ent, July, 1991 
- Cheaical Week/ Jan. 219, 1991 
- European Che•ical News, Nov. 11, 1991; July 1988 
- l.olodd Bank Technical Paper, No. 84 -
- Environ•ental Conservation, vol. 18, No. 2, Su~me~. !991 
- Environ•ental Study of the Petrochemical Industry' UNIDO IS. 568, Oct. 
11, 1985. 
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..,.at 

un:i.qu.e 

Petr· oc he• :i. c a.1 Il"!.dustry 

There is no industry in the w0rld 

industry that demonstrates such extreme chan;es in ali aspects 

of technology, trade. and economy in such 2 s~~rt period of 

time. In th~ 1960's and 1970"s. the industrv witnes5ed l~rge 

domestic mar-kets, i ncr-easi ng str·ong de;":'and
0 

econa,·r:ies o-f 

scale. ef~ective production, direct marketing (with little 

effort>, high fixed costs, abundant o~ganiz2tions 0 high rate 

o~ return~ abundant -feedstock supply. rami~icaticn5 in 

operation and products. and long products• 1:~e. 

In the 1980's and ear·ly 1990"s, the pett·ochemic2.i s=r·een 

reflected saturated markets, mature croducts, slightly 

increasing demand, technol~gy 

a customer-tailored product 

long-term arrangements in -feedstock. 

integrated production, 

spec~alized m3rketing
0 

insignificant price 

increase. cost cutting, ~inancial and loan arrangements. hig~ 

investment. (-fixed cost>. high veriable costs. low c- ~0d~rate 

rate o-f return, concentration in o~eration. emergence of non

traditional producers. especially from o:! and gas rich 

countries mainly ~ram developing regic~s. change in locatio~s. 

increased awareness o-f environmental pollution and control, 

rationalization and energy conservation trends, rnergers. 

reduction in capacities. closure and shut-down, and shifting 

to higher value added petrochemical 

products <engineering plastics, specialtv chemicals and 

composites). 

Moreover, chemical and petrochemical companies in the 

developed regions <especially in West Europe and the USA> came 

closer to the oil majors to secure their energy and feedstock 

supply; and modes of coordination. cooperation and integration 

became normal trends among those comp2nie~ which included 
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uni-fied policies, R&D activities, and shared 

<such as natural gas and ethylene pipeline 

gr-ids>, as well as the increasing tr-end c-f globaJi::atior. o.f 

the i nd':..1sb-y -fonr:s, parti~ular!y the joint 
investment arrangements in both d~veloped and develop1ng 

common occt.:~-t-ence to ob:et-'.'E 

investment in the developing countr-ies t-sith companies f=r-c-!'? 

developed regions and joint invest!?'ients among or- betw=en 

developed countries; but recently. the industry has w1tnessed 

a net·1 tr-end that developing countr-ies ar-e jcintly inve-::tinq in 

developed regions. Qatar, -for e:-:ample. is i nves t i ng 
France; and the Dalmia group <New Delhi) has become the -fir-st 
Indian enterprise to invest in Ger-many <-Fonner East Germany) 
t"li th TFS <Tf-:ur-ingisehe Faser- AG, ~chwar- ::a-Ruda 1 stadt i : 

fact, the Indian firm took B~er TFS in mid-October, 1991. 

Ir. conclusion, it appears that the -future o-f the 
petrochemical i r.dustr-y ,.,i 11 be characterized by -frequent up 
and down-turn cycles, which may contribute to the industry's 
instability. the petrochemical industry perhaps 

does need a move of new restructuring which is dif-ferent in 

nature -from the restructuring o-f the early 1980 7 s. 

Companies in the indust~ial nations are closing 0lder 

plants and building new ones. They are also debottlenecking 

and retro~itting existing plants with the latest technology to 

incre~se feedstock processing flexibility, use energy more 

ef-ficiently, increase product thruput, minimize plant and 

product wastes, 

safety. Some 
and eliminate risks to personnel health and 

companies are shifting their research, 

development, and marketing emphasis to -focus on special niche 

markets. Mare producers are implementing quality programs, 

:2S 
Chemical l•Jeek, No•,1. 6, 1991, p. 7 
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and some are enter- i ng into partner-ship agr~e1:1ents with 

C!_!stomer-s. vendor-s and engiMer-ing-constr-uction companies. 

Pe1:.r-ochem:i.ca1 Industr-y and :i. ts 
:i.ntr-:i.ns:i.c +eatur-es +or- cooper-at:i.on 

Due to its comple~ity, high capital investment. 
~~riety of croducts, need -f-:Jr- high quality and 

research and development centres and activities. developed 
in~r3structure requirements <physical and h~man>, ~eed of wide 

in mad::eting, high technology and 

ex~ensive royalty fees, experience in marketing, the use •":::-i-

cii-f-fen:mt alt~r :1ative feedstock and continuous process and 

product devei~~ment as well as other aspects of this industry 

involve design, engineering, required utilities. 

adequate capabilities to manufacture and +abr-icate equipment. 

21nd the impact of t!":is industry and its products on the 
en·-• i r-onment and safety from both sc.cial and economic c:spei::ts. 
the pet r-oc hem i ca 1 industry lends itself more t-han any oti.~r-

se~tor to n3tional, and interregional cooperation. 

to production sharing both or: 

ho~izortai and vertical levels as well as marketing, besides 

other conventional areas of cooperation. 

--- --------~--------

Special f#port on the Hydroc~rbon Processing Industry, 1992, HPJ 
l'brlc('trng De.ta. 
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..::C=...;:h....;;.....:a.=-=n-"--'g"'-'1:::;:-c..::n....:;...;g:::a..... __ __..p a. t t er- n the Arab 
Petrochemica1 Industr~ 

i ndust r-,,· is a gas-based 
indus~ry having both the advantage 2t low-cc·st feeds':oci: and 

the disadvantaye o-f limited ::· ~-oduct diver~i~ication,a 

pheno1T:e:-an which enabled many Ar-ab petr-ochern i cal products to 

compete with the international market; however-. in the 
meantime, many important products domestically required -for 

the manufacture of ~resently imported commodities are missing 

from the Arab petrochemical production matrix. For instance, 

in spite of the realized need for th~ synthetic -fiber industry 

and S)'nthetic rubber because of the incr-easing demand, there 
is p~·act ical l y no production cf the inter-mediate petrochemical 

pr-oducts requ •.red -for these i ndL!str ies; and almost the same 

case applie~ to many other productions such as propylene and 

aromatic based petrochemical products (with the exception o-f 

Libya's naphtha-based ethylene cracker>. Arab 
countries have become aware of this pn:...blem and have begun to 

take into consideration the use of naphtha a~d other feedstock 

for the production of propylene, butadiene and aromatics. 

most of the Arab petrochemical production is 

oriented ~or export to international markets more than for the 

development of the domestic downstream industries. 

The petrochemical industry in Arab countries is also 

characterized by an obvious lacK of coordination in production 

capacities and types of production, resulting in either much 

over capacity or ~ar less than is required by the demand. 

Coordination between the di~ferent economic sectors and the 

petrochemical sector or between the petrochemical industry and 

refineries in any individual Arab country is either very weak 

or doesn't even exist~ a situation which delays the process of 
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developing the indigenous and hinders vertical 
integr-ation r-espectively. 

Among other -features of the petr-ochemical indusb-y in the 

Ar-ab n~gion ar-e: 

The Arab domestic market for practically ail c~ the 

petr-ochemical pr-oducts is not yet mat~!~-e: anc per-/c.aoita 

consumption is very low in most commodity plastics 

compar-ed wi ht the developed r-egions' aver-age consumption> 

a case which implies a cnnsi der-able mar-ket pctent iai i ty. 

I~ spite of the huge production of petrochemicals in the 

region, intra-Arab trade in this industry is almost 

neg l i g i b 1 e. 

There is a consider-able 

in the -field ar-r-angement s 

between some Arab producers 

scope cf joint-venture 

of petrochemical industry 

and foreign firms from 

developed regions in many areas: jcint 

joint marketing, joint management, •• etc., 

contribute to ~ainly the horizontal 

technology. 

constr-uct ion, 

~1hich gr-eat l y 

tr-ans-fer- of 

Arab petrochemical products have remarkably stepped into 

international markets inspite of all the difficulties and 

obstacles deliberately created by the developed markets 

to discourage the flow of Arab products and to protect 

their producers. 

Like most of the other 

petrochemical industry is 

technology both in process 

developing regions, Arab 

entirely based on foreign 

know-how and construction. 
However, 

trained 

Arab engineers, the 

operators have been 

technical manpower-, and 

actively involved in the 

their petrochemical plants operation and maintenance of 
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and the gradual substitution o.f the .foreign personnel as 

time goes by and experience is increased. 

In spite c.f several R&D centres 

involved in the petrochemical and .fertilizer industry, 

still their activities could not show a noticeable 

pt-eser:ce :..n the development o-f the industr-y. It may be 

too soon to see much c.f a contribution, yet .... 
1- is SC 

impct-tant to continue the e·f.for-ts, increase the budgets 
and intensi.fy cooperation with developed 
regions and technical institutions. Without e.f.ficient 

R&D activities, the industry will remain depending on the 

industrialized countries• technology. 
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Prob1ems and Obstac1es 

Arab petrochemical industry~ in general~ is encountered 

with three main problematic issues: one is connected with the 

marketing and its related intricacies; the second is tied up 

with the lack of technical capability and ~h~ methadol~~v ~~ 

technclory transfer; and the third is the issue o~ the lack of 

serious and genuine coordination and cooperation 

regionally and internationally. All other secondary pr2blems 
such as training, lack of adequate lirrrited 

manu~acturing capabilities ••. etc. which are so c~ten re~eated 

in practically all studies and surveys on the stat~s and 

development o~ the industry in developing countries, t·mul d 

gradually be solved during the progress o~ the industries• 

development and the overcoming of the main pn:.blems. 

these secondary problems are simply related to 

industrial development as a whole~ and would be resolved in 

parallel with the development of the other ecoromic sectors 

and the whole status of the economy o~ each Arab country. 

As for the three main issues mentioned above, the focus 

has been placed on them simµly because the~e problems are not 

normally solved just by a matter of time c~ could easily be 

overco~e through a purchase of package technology or 1±.cence 

agreement arrangements. These issues are of an entirely 

different nature, being greatly dynamic, co~t intensive, and 
requiring long experience and serious attempts. 

The first issue, that of marketing, stands as a main 

problem because it determines the ~hole economy of any 

industrial project, involves many aspects and requires lengthy 

experience and a high degree of skill. <Reference to para. XI-

1 on cooperation in marketing>. 
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Marketing skill, -for instance, is not just a commodity to 

be pur-chased or a set of instr-uctions to be learned and 

followed in all cases and at any time. For example, it can 

not be e}:pected that each di ffet-ent petr-oche:'llical pr-oduct 

could be marketed. from one At-ab countr-y to another Arab or

any otrer- countr-y f:-om the r-eg ion m- the ~-:·:w 1 d l-1i th the same 

strategy, or be facilitated by the same conditions at every 

time. 

This example, however, simple as it m~y 

,-ept-esents the dynamic nature e:-f the mad::et i ng 

all of its interrelated variables. 

be, clearly 

pr-ocess with 

In sho:-t, the 

the petrochemical 
major issues of marketing d1~-ficulties in 

industry in the Arab countries are centred 

at-ound the fol lm"ling: 

Limited size of the domestic markets for basic and 

intermediate products because of 

downstream industr-ies and the 

consumption. 

the slow development of 

very low per-capita 

Lack o-f ildequate narketing experience and skill. 

Severe competition in the international markets. 

The increasing role of new forms of trade <counter-trade) 

in the world. This trade constituted about B'l. <or SUS 

155 billiora) of the world trade in 1984 against only 2'l. 

in 1976. Moreover, these kinds of trade transactions are 

very complex; and their real extent, and accurate data 

concerning them are not very often publicly released. 

They include many fcrms, such as classic barter, counter

purchase, offset (similar- to counter- pur·chase but mainly 

used in dealing with the government ana usually connected 

with aircraft and military equipment>. and buy back <also 
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of counter- tr- ade which involves industr-ial 

projects such as steel mill~ aluminium smelter, 

transport-vehicle projects. 

whether among Arab countries themselves 

or international trade barriers of a tariff ~~~ non 

tariff nature additionally created to discourage the 

export of Arab petrochemicals to developed markets in 

Lack of cooperation and coordination in the strategic 

industrial plans of Arab countries as well as the absence 

of such cooperation inter-regionally. 

Lack of adequate facilities for easy transport cf 

products, storage, and distribution. 

Weak, if not absence of, after-sales services. 

The second form which presents another major obstacle ~or 

the developmen+ of the petrochemical industry in the Arab 

region is related to technology in general, whether it be the 

lack of d~mestic technological capabilities, ot- the most 

important side of it which is t"ie method presently pr-acticed 

in the transfer of technology. 

In spite of the effect]veness of the means followed by 

some Arab countries such as Saudi Arabia and Qatar in the 

process of technology transfer through establishing various 

joint venture arrangements with the well experienced and 

specialized companies from different developed regions, such 

methods, although greatly contributing to horizontal transfer 
of technology, will have very little effect on the vertical 

tr-ansfer. Other forms followed by some Arab countries, such 

as process licence agreements, operation and management, and 

Trdde i~~ industridl strategic commodities (petrochemicdls dnd 
fertilizers in the Arab Norld. - ESC\.IJA-UNIDO-AJDO, Dec.13, 1987, p.64-66. 
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supervision of construction, erection and commissioning of 

petrochemical plants do, as well. contribute to the technology 

transfer process, but to a relative extent. 

The mast impcrtant aspect a-f technology 

however. is the vertical transfer of technology which forms 

the spine of real and consolidated technology in any r-egion. 

Such a technology transfer process could only be performed and 

nationalized to suit the local conditions and to lead to self

dependence through serious and efficient R&D aitivities. 

Such a process will naturally require a great number of 

elements; and an the top of the list are highly qualified 

scientists and well-trained personnel. besides all other 

r-elateu facilities such as sophisticated 

laboratories, pilot plants and reliable sources of information 

developed engineering and design organization~ and 

local manufactur·ing capabilities as well as the existence of 

the petrochemical industry itself. 

Since these technical infrastructures would require a 

gr-eat deal of investment and a relatively long time, 

particularly the human resources, it goes without saying that 

cooperation becomes a very important factor by which the 

burden of costs would be shared and resou~ces could be pooled 

to accelerate the pt-ocess of technology transfer both 

horizontally and vertically. 

The third main problematic issue is the cooperation 

itself, which, \ n fact, forms the core of this paper and will 

be analyzed in further detail in the subsequent paras. 

However, a brief glance at the present status of the Arab 

petrochemical production and their future plans obviously 

reflects the absence of any satisfactory level of cooperation, 

even within the plans of each individual country. Every Arab 

country possessing the elements for building a petrochemical 

i ndustr-y seems ta plan its industry based on its own 
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individual vision and on the particular country's strict 

economic policy. Moreover, it appears that o~ten little 

regard is given to other Arab countries' 

industrial capabilities, other economic sectcrs, 

to the matter of product diversification. 

markets, their 

and above all 

Possible cooperation with the reqional countries is as 
well seemingly not receiving much consideration, 

form a potential 

particularly 

ground fer the Asian countries which 

cooperation in 

causing many 

difficulties. 

problems could 

especially in 

many 

Arab 

In 

be 

the 

intermediate products 

assista1~e. 

areas, especially those 

petrochemical producing 

areas which 

countries 

are 

some 
fact, a 

resolved 

number Arab petrochemical 

long term 

as well as 

through such cooperation, 

supply of raw materials and 

different types of technical 
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Coop er a 1:. i. on: The key to Arab 

pe1:.rochemi.ca1 deve1opment 

The issue of cooperation, coord1ration a~d integr2~ion as 

applied to the petrochemica! industry in the dev~loping 

countries in general, and lately in the Ar~j regions as an 

effective means for the development o~ this incustry, has been 

one of the important issues of ~any local and regional 

ot-gani zat ions 

development in 

involved in industri2l prcmc~i~n and economic 

these countt-ies. this issue has 

become one of the major conc~rns of some international 

organizations and in particular the United ~ations Ind~strial 

Development Organization (UNIDO> which has convened regional 

meetings, published many papers, and organized fora for 

experts in this field. 

On the national level, the vast number of petrochemical 

product applications suggests a great potentialit~ for 

activation and acceleration of development of the various 

economic sectors such as agriculture, con5truction, health, 

food~ clothing, shelter, transportation and in almost every 

wake of life and human activity. thus ccn!ributing to the 

well-being and elevation of the standard of living. 

Cooperation on the Arab regional level as well~ is 

essential for the implementation of world sc2le plants in the 

region, making use of the high potential of the integrated 

Arab sub-regional and regional markets. On the other hand 

by its very nature - the petrochemical industry lends itself 

in a very suitable way to vertical integration from the 

source of raw materials through to the end products and right 

to the downstream processing industry. In addition, 

cooperation offers numerous advantages technically and 

economically for the cooperating parties o~ different !evels 
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and in many areas such as, but not limited to~ exchange c~ 

e:-:per· ience, technology~ mad~et development~ 

improvement of design and engineering capabilities, etc. 

The recent evolving wcrld situation, particularly the 

unification cf the European market in 1992, the unity o~ 

Nor-th Amer·ican mad::et and the r·ise of ASEAN <The Asso·=iaticn 

cf Southeast Asian Nations} as well as the restructuring cf 

the world petrochemical industry in the developed countries in 

fcrms of mergers, levels of specialization and 

integration naturally leading tc greater market control. 

creates more need for Arab countries tc drive themselves 

towards -fur·ther· cooper at ion among themselves as a n~g ion and 

internationally in order· to safeguard their industry 2.!'1d 

secure the futur·e o-f its development. 

In realizing the interest, gains and benefits cf the 

cooperating p~u-ties emanating from the process of cooperation 

in any form m· at any level, notable attempts have been made 

among Arab countries in the line of possible cooperative 

arrangements in the field of the petrochemical industr·y: 

ho·.·iever, very limited cooperative accomplishments have been 

materialized apart from the formation of the Gulf 

Petrochemical Industry Company in Bahrain (a joint venture 

among Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Bahrain> and the establishment 

of the Ar-ab Company for Detergent Chemicals to p!'"oduce 

alkylbenzene in Iraq, a joint Arab Company in which some 

eighteen Arab countries have been involved directly and 

indirectly, and the recent Algeria-Libyan agreement on 

polyethylene-polypropylene product specialization in addition 

to other 

examples 

joint venture arrangements which cite promising 

of successful forms of regional cooperation. 

Moreover, there are also several regional organizations in the 

Arab countries which have exerted a lot of effort and have 

played quite an active and important role in promoting Arab 

cooperation and coordination in the petrochemical industr·y 
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lndustr·ial Development and Mining 

the Organi::ation ct= Arab Petroleum 

<OAPECi. the Gulf o~·gani::aticn -For· 

<GOIC). the Gul-f Cocper·ation Council 

(GCC). The Ar~b Magrib Unicn tUMA) .and ~ne #kab Eccnomi.:: 

Cou~::il: he:w~'\'e?""". the :·ea!ity of cr.i"f a mcderate achieve:'!lent 

in this that too much has 
!:Jeer. e::pected too soon. 

On the level cf inte~national cooper·ation. the seve~·al 

joint venture agreements and activities bet~een some Arab 

~aunt:- ies, and certain Heil known international companies 

me.ans cf COt.!!d be indicated as practical and successful 
implementing such 

i !1\/0 ! ' .. ' i r~g jeir:t 

sh2.~- i ng bases. 

international 

'.'entur·es on 

cooperation. especially these 

mar·keting and plants' equity 

Hm·:ever·, with the r-epeated .,mrld economic recession, the 

rise cf peb·cchemical -feedstock prices, particularly naphtha; 

the flat profitability o-f most o-f the bulk petrochemical 

basics a~d plastic materials and the increasing glcbali::aticn 

o-f the industry, ~urther -future coo~erative movements between 

the Arab region, the source of raw materials, and the 

industrialized countries, the source of technology as well as 

among Arab countries themselves, are certain to appear in the 

near future. 
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IX. FORMS OF COOPERATION 

Cooperation among Arab countries in the field of petrochemical 

industry could be expressed in various ways and forms. the 

materialization of which would offer effective tools for the 

development of this industry in the region and for the resolution 

of long-standing problems obstructing the progress of the 

industry. Among the possible forms of cooperation are joint 

ventures. exchange of information and experience. efforts to 

strengthen inter - Arab trade relations including exchange of 

petrochemical products at different levels of processing. 

cooperation in research and development ( R&D and transfer of 

technology. financing. and other various forms of investment and 

marketing strategy. 

In view of the obvious need for intensive and strategic 

cooperative activities in the industry. the present paper 

attempts to analyze some of these various forms of cooperation to 

serve as a guide line for any possible or feasible means of 

implementation in the development of the petrochemical industry 

in the Arab countries. 

IX. 1- JOINT VENTURES 

Joint ventures simply are sorts of joint activities which 

reflect joint interests or complementary interests of two or more 

different parties and are usually expressed in setting up a 

commercial organization ( s to carry out an agreed economic 

activity over a long period of time.* 1 Through several studies 

and surveys conducted by a number of specialized organizations. 

•survey and Analysis 0f Joint Venture Arrangements in 
Petrochemical Industry. -- UNIDO: Oct.10,1985. 
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firms and experts including UNIDO studies. joint venture 

arrangements were found to be one of the most effective forms of 

long term cooperation. Because of the joint and complementary 

interests of such arrangements. financial burden will be shared. 

capabilities will be gathered and experiences will be exchanged. 

Thus. joint ventures have become increasi~gly important to the 

petrochemical industry. particularly for the developing countries 

which seek access to technology. markets and managerial 

experience. These facilities are normally offered through the 

joint venture agreements. particularly with the developed 

countries' partners which can dispose such experience ~nd 

technology. Joint ventures among developing countries including 

those arrangements within the Arab region would not reflect less 

importance than joint ventures with the developed countries ; 

because this form of cooperation among developing countries 

including the Arab regjon in particular. would facilita~e. 

through the nature of tnis process and mutual interest. the flow 

of information and excnange of experience. the lack of which was 

greatly responsible for many mistakes committed by the new 

producers in the region due to inadequate information on the 

other developing countries' past experience and the similar 

problems and mistakes which they have encountered . Moreover. 

joint ventures among Arab countries from the developing regions 

would offer many opportunities; such as; access to each others' 

markets. close examination of available design. engineering. R&D. 

and manufacturing capabilities to facilitate the exchange of 

operational and maintenance experience. possible supply of 

feedstocks, exchange of basic, intermediate and final products as 

well as conducting joint feasibility studies on petroc~emical 

industry and/or any of its sectors in the region . Also. they 

could. through the close relations created by the joint venture. 

formulate a joint policy to deal more efficiently with the 

developed market whose interest is not always concerned 
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with the principles of developing the petrochemical industries in 

other regions. Above all. joint ventures. in general. lessen the 

risks of the industry and serve to build confidence. 

To this effect of joint ventures. some Arab countries have 

accomplished quite a few successful arrangements among themselves 

as well as between them and other international corporations from 

the developed countries. Saudi Arabia has taken the lead of the 

region in the accomplishment of wide scale joint venture 

arrangements with a number of well-known international firms ~nd 

on different levels: joint investments. joint marketing 

strategies. and managerial and operational agreements. etc .. 

through which Saudi Arabia has successfully built several 

petrochemical complexes and admirably conquered a great deal of 

the international market.A few other Arab countries have as well 

concluded similar arrangements but to a much lesser extent. 

Since this paper is not exclusively dealing with the issue of 

joint venture surveys in the Arab region. detailed information or 

full coverage of Arab joint venture arrangements will not be 

extensively presented; nevertheless. some examples of Arab joint 

venture arrangements will be reviewed. especially those 

exper;ences of Saudi Arubia and Qatar which represent joint 

ventures with multinational companies besides some examples of 

other Arab-Arab joint relations. Saudi Yanbu Petrochemicel 

Company ( YANPET was the first major Saudi petrochemical 

company formed between the Saudi Basic Industries Corporation 

SABIC ) and Mobil Chemical Company U.S.A. ) with 50/50 

capital participation. It was signed on April 19,1980 to produce 

ethylene, ethylene glycol. linear low density polyethylene 

LLDPE and high density polyethylene HOPE and was 

commissioned in 1984. Saudi methanol Company ( ARRAZI in 

Al-Jubail Industrial City was established in November, 1979 as a 

joint venture between SABIC and a Japanese consortium led by the 
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Mitsubishi Gas Company at an equity ratio of also 50/50 percent 

each. to produce chemical grade methanol. and was scheduled to 

produce in 1983. In fact. conmissioning was ahead of schedule. 

and the first shipment of me~hanol was exported to Japan in 

April. 1983. Moreover. these were not the only joint venture 

establishments concluded by SABIC; a few others were implemented 

as well. namely Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company ( KE:MYA ) . a 

joint venture between SABIC and Exxon Chemicai Company ( U.S.A. 

to produce LLDPE . Saudi Pet~ochemical Company ( SADAF ). with 

Pectin Arabian Ltd .. an affiliate of Shell Oil Company ( U.S.A. ) 

to produce ethylene. ethylene chloride CEDC). styrene. crudP. 

industrial ethanol and caustic soda. National Methanol Company 

<IBN SINA). a joint company between SABIC and both Celanese and 

Texas Eastern of the U.S.A. with a production capacity of 2.100 

metric tons of chemical grade methanol. Eastern Petrochemical 

Company ( SHARQ ) is another joint venture company between SABIC 

and a Japanese consortium led by Mitsubishi to produce LLDPE and 

monoethylene glycol; and the other joint venture company which 

was mainly oriented to produce polyvinylchloride ( PVC ). a 

commodity which is consumed on a large scale in the Kingdom by 

many plastics processing industries such as the National Plastics 

Company ( IBN HAYYAN ) . This company was established relatively 

late at the end of 1983, contrary to all others which were 

founded in 1980-81. and it was concluded between SABIC and the 

LUCKY GROUP of South Korea. In addition. Saudi Arabia has 

also formed other joint venture companies to produce methyl 

tertiary-butyl ether ( MTBE ). butadiene.and butene -1 with Neste 

Oy (Finland). AGIP (ITALY). and Al-Khobar (Saudi Arabia) based 

Arab Petroleum !nvestments Corporation (APICORP ) . 

Qatar is an other Arab country which was also involved in 

establishing a joint venture company. Qatar Petrochemical Company 

QAPCO ) with CdF Chemie a subsidiary of the French firm 

CharbonnagP.s in 1974 to produce ethylene and low density 

polyethylene. 
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Qatar General Petrochemical Company QGPC has also 
cooperated with CdF Chemie in a joint venture for the 
establishment of Copenor Petrochemicals Plant at Dunquer1ue 

( France ) for the production of ethylene and LOPE which started 

its operation in 1979. 

On the level of Arab-Arab joint venture arrangement. what has 

been done indeed is very little and the joint Arab petrochemical 

establishments are lagging far behind any ambition compared with 

the existing opportunities for any type and scale of joint 

petrochemical plant between or among Arab countries. pa~ticularly 

those countries who belong geographically to one region. The Gulf 

Petrochemical Industries Company C GPIC ). a joint venture owned 

by ( PJC of Kuwait. SABIC of Saudi Arabia. the government of 

Bahrain " the host party " and the Arab Company for Detergent 

Chemicals in Iraq in which some eighteen Arab countries have 

participated directly and indirectly in its establishment). 

represent practically the only joint Arab petrochemical companies 

in spite of their relatively small sizes and limited product 

varieties. GPIC produces 1.000 tons/day ammonia and 1.000 
tons/day methanol. both based on Bahrain natural gas as 
feedstock. SABIC will market the methanol while PIC of Kuwait 

will take care of the ammonia marketing. Tile Arab Company for 

Detergent Chemicals produces 50,000 tons linear alkyl benzene. 

8.000 tons toluene and 3.000 tons heavy alkyl benzene per year. 

Other serious attempts 

materialized between Arab 

for Arab 

countries 

joint ventures may be 

in North Africa's Arab 
region, particularly the plan of Libya to establish a joint 
project with Algeria for the production of 130,000 tons of high 
density polyethylene per year in Algeria; and another joi r.t 
venture between the two countries is to produce 80.000 tons 
polypropylene in Libya. 
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Moreove~. several substantial studies have been perform~d by 

some Arab organizations concerned in the field of petrochemical 

industry such as the Arab Industrial Development and Mining 

Organization AIDMO and the Gulf Organization for Industrial 

Consultation CGOIC) through which significant surveys for the 

Arab opportunities to cooperate in establishing joint venture 

plants in the Arab region were clearly displayed and supported 

with all available information. type of production. raw 

materials. recommended location and preliminary investment cost. 

ready for any further steps of detailed feasibility for 

implementation. Although little has been accomplished so far. 

still there is a high degree of optimism regarding the benefit 

and utilization of these studies and the probability that the 

proposed number of these projects will find their way to 

realization in the near future. 

Problems and Obstacles facing 

Vent~es Among Arab Countries: 
Joint 

The problems and obstacles facing the promotion of joint 

ventures among Arab countries are. in general. similar to those 

factors hindering cooperation among the developing countries. 

with some exceptions which are connected with the availability of 

raw materials and investment funds where Arab oil and gas 

countries are better off. Thus. the difficulties viewed as 

obstacles to the development of further cooperation and formation 

of Arab-Arab joint ventures may. for the most part. be 

categorized as follows: 

Differences in the Arab economic strategies; 

Lack of sufficient information on the different Arab 

countries' economic and industrial planning; 

Lack of marketing information; 

Trade barriers and restrictions on the flow of goods and 

experts ( personnel ) among the Arab countries; 
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Limited loan extension and other financial facilities to the 

Arab countries which are short of finances but which have a 

potential market for various petrochemical products. 

Joint ventures with foreign partners are mainly hindered by: 

The fear of some Arab countries of foreign partners· 

conditions of the i~int ventures which are likely to imply long 

tenn control of products marketing. requireme~ts of low cost raw 

materials. imposing the use of their materials. chemicals and/or 

other supplies from their own or their affiliate plants in their 

countries or elsewhere. and the possibility that they might link 

their joint ventures to some kind of oil or other natural 

resources supply on soft terms. 

The second important area of differences between the foreign 

partners and Arab countries as well as with any developing 

country ) is the issue of matching these countries' plans for 

diversification or expansion with foreign partners' interests 

which may likely either fall beyond their technological field or 

against · .eir market interests. 

Another problem feeing both partners of the joint venture is 

the extent of managerial involvement. where foreign partners 

usually lean towards acquiring a larger share because of their 

intensive experience; on the other hand. developing countries are 

anxious to be more involved in managerial and marketing 

activities. perhaps as a status symbol or because of internal 

regulations of particular Arab or developing countries which do 

not allow such foreign domination. 
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In regard to technical matters. such as technical 

assistance and operation management. it seems. from 

differen: ac~ual experiences. that disagreements a~e likely 

to be less; and if any. differences could be easily solved 

in most cases. 

Among the most conunon points of conflic~ in joint ventures 

are situations which are connected with developing 

countries' government policies. where sudden legislation may 

be issued that changes the commercial environment. such as 

new pricing of raw materials. imposing minimum limit of 

capital share. and altering the percentage of ownership. by 

which foreign partners would lose their real incentives for 

cooperation. because these elements were what had formed the 

main attraction for entering the joint venture. 

There are a few other points of which the developing 

countries might not be well aware at the time of signing the 

joint venture agreements. such as the suitability of the 

foreign teci1nology employed which should be well established 

( i.e neitner obsolete nor unusually sophisticated) and not 

in any way encourage further dependence on the foreign 

part~er's interests or industry. Moreove!·. related technical 

points should be well examined on time in order to eliminate 

future problems in the interpretation of the agreements. 

stipulations and intentions. 

In spjte of the difficulties elucidated above. joint 

ventures. whether among developing countries or between 

developing countries and foreign partners. in particular 

form one of the most effective und practical means for the 

development of the petrochemical industry: and these 

arrangements would certainly contribute to: 

Transfer of technology; 

Training of personnel on operation and maintenance; 
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Deepening mark~ting and management experience; 

Enhancing the exchange of information: 

Facilitating ULilization of indigenous resources: 

Leading the way to the establishment of advanced R&D cente1s 

pending the desire of the developing countries and the 

extent of willingness of the foreign pcrtners. 

IX-2 E:xcha.nge of Infor ... nation and. 

:Establishment of Data Ban.ks 

Adequate and reliable information is most essertial to all 

forms of cooperation at any level. In orde~ to make cooperat1on 

possible. it is fundamental that a proper information network 

system be created to serve not only th~ cooperation process among 

Arab countries al~ne but also the prom0tion of cooperation 

between Arab countries and other regi~ns. 

Such a network should be accessible to all countries. 

producers. consumers. and other beneficiaries in the region such 

as financing organizations. design and engineering 

estab!ishrnent~. equipment manufacturers and centers of excellence 

(R&Dl. etc. Such networks or any information center should also 

be designed to facilitate the flow of informction to and from 

the developed and developing countries' reg!ons to increase the 

awareness of global opportunities for any possible 

cooperation in the petrochemical industry. Without 

route to 

adequate 

information concerning the nature and sizes of markets. 

technologies and trends. planning of petrochemical projects would 

suffer many difficulties and face mo?~ proh'ems. some of 

which could have been avoided if adequate knowledge of others' 

experiences had been available. 

In fact. many errors have been committed by ~ew producers in 

developing countries as well as in some Arab countries because of 
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lack of infonnation on the experiences of the countries which 

started their petro~hemical industries at an earlier date. 

especially in regard to choice of proper technology. sizes of 

plant unics and required utilities. manpower and training. and 

the extent of outside expertise needed. etc. 

Therefore. it is a prerequisite for the establishment of sound 

petrochemical industry in the Arab region that an effective 

system for securing adequate and reliable information be 

established. and that such information be continuously reinforced 

and updated. In fact. there exist. within the Arab region. 

several data collection centers. various substantial studies and 

survPys and other information sources on industry in general and 

on the petrochemical industries in particular : yet they are 

still not well organized or connected with other centers: and 

most of them lack up-dating to serve as a satisfactory base for 

comprehensive information. Thus. closer cooperation is the tool 

for gathering these efforts and establishing a sound data base 

for Arab petrochemical industry. 

IX-3.Cooperation in financing and 

other forms of in~estment 

Petrochemical industry is known to be characterized as a 

capital intensive industry. The costs of the plants are high. the 

infrastructures require tremendous expenses and the marketing 

will not be successful without great investment in est~blishing 

distribution centers and performing intensive research. Thus. the 

financial aspects. with no doubt, are very important parameters 

in shaping up the industry. not only for investment in new 

capacities but also in respect to other supporting function areas 

''nich differ from one region to another. These principles are not 

only very essential for Arab countries and other developing 

countries alone; but they are also as important to the developed 
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region. In fact. financial and technological capabilities were 

among the most important fac~ors in enabling deveioped countries 

to conunand the international lead of the petrochemical industry. 

Recalling the early 1970s oil shake up and the sudden and drastic 

r~se of oil prices in 1979. th~ whole structure of the 

international petrochemical industry was changed. the cost of 

feedstock and energy increased. the dema~d decreased and the 

profitabilities declined. Petrochemical corporations in developed 

countries. in counteracting these changes and in order to 

safeguard their interests. have taken a n~T~er of measures in 

response to these changes and their impact on the industry by 

applying the so called "restructuring process"; and new forms of 

investment ( NFI ) were adapted. 

Petrochemical companies in the developed regions moved to 

establish closer relations with oil majors and national oil 

companies to cooperate with them in terms of joint ventures in 

order to secure their feedstocks supply and to maintain a good 

level of commodity production. Among other measures taken by 

these companies were: encouraging 

discoveries. gaining access to 
new regional gas/crude oil 

suppliers other then OPEC's 

countries. and internationalization of investment. Consequently. 

the buik of petrochemicais and thermop!astics capacity in 

developing count1ies since 1S75 has been built through the new 

forms of investment ( NFI ). as a strategy in response to the 

global changes in profitability which occurred in the 1970's. 

This example was cited mainly to reflect the importance of the 

financing element in shaping the industry's structure and 

uetermining its merits even in the most developed countries. 

Available cash flow and other financial facilities soft 

conditional loans and credit ) will not only facilitate the good 

performance of the petrochemical projects· implementation. but 

also allow freedom of choice of production facilities. suitable 
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and well-established technologies. and promote marketing of 

products in regional and international markets. It also 

allows extension of export credit to consumers in the targeted 

markets whether in the Arab region or other sub-regions to 

promote the expansion of the related downstream processing 

facilities leading to further development of the industry in the 

region besides the value of marketing the petrochemical products 

themselves. 

As for the issue of cooperation in financing and other forms 

of investment within the region of Arab countries. it became 

evident that a wide scale of financial facilities has to be 

extended for the establishment or the expaPsion of the 

petrochemical units in other Arab countries which suffer 

financial shortage. Such financial facilities could be in the 

form of investment, cash. or supply of petrochemical products in 

order that a siza~le amount of bulk petrochemicals from the main 

Arab proaucers co~ld 

market and limited 

be absorbed in those countries with a large 

financial capabilities. a process by which 

petrochemical consumption base will be expanded, markets will be 

developed and the whole industry will be firmly founded in the 

region. 

The national development objectives of the Arab region as a 

whole should be considered by tolerating the fact that commercial 

profitability might n·:>t alwdys be maintained as a prior 

prerequisite for financial commitments to petrochemical projects 

in certain Arab countries. Thus. a minimum level of sacrifice has 

to be considered in the form of extendin~ credit facilities to 

Arab countries where such credit would ultimately emphasize the 

further development of the industry in the region and where long 

tenn return is inevitable. 

In conclusion. it is of great interest for the Arab region to 

cooperate financially in any possible means: joint ventures. 
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extension of soft conditions. and long term loans. and/or 

subsidizing raw materials and intermediate products in order to 

establish a sound industry in the region and to promote the 

marketing of their products as well as to enable the region to 

formulate unified policies that could overcome the difficulties 

and obstacles normally placed by the traditional international 

firms again~t the development of the industry and the marketing 

of their products in the international market. 

Trade Re1ations 

The issue of t~ade 

general is very well 

movement among 

realized; and 

the Arab count~ies l~ 

it has been of great 

importance to the highest levels of authorities concerned. in the 

Arab region. Emphasis on its importance has been repeatedly 

stressed; and several serious decisions have been taken to 

facilitate. expand and promote trade flow among the Arab 

countries. including those decisions regarding the removal of 

trade barriers. Nevertheless. very little has been accomplished 

in spite of many available opportunities. The reasons for this 

situation appear to be rather complicated; and the measures to 

overco~e these difficulties. from the practical point cf view. 

would require an extensive effort for coordination and 

cooperation over a long period of time. It appears that the 

matter is not connected with the pure commercial interests of the 

parties involved in the trade movement in the different Arab 

countries; but that the difficulties are mainly related to the 

Arab countries' various economic policies. Thus. 

facilitation of the trade movement among Arab countries would 

require intensive coordination of their production planning 

programs to suit the interests and the future plans of all 

countries involved. This will. of course. require the 

establishment of specialized organizations through which 

negotiations. exchange of ideas and discussions aiming to clarify 

all aspects of the trade issue would be held. Subsequently, 
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X. I...eve1s of Coope::ra.t1on 

As it was mentioned before. there are many possible kinds of 

cooperation at different levels 

Cooperation could be performed 

following levels: 

in the petrochemical industry 

to different extents at the 

1) Enterprise to enterprise; 

2l Country (national); 

3) Regi0nal; 

4) Global (international). 

X-1. Coope::ra.t1on a..t enterp::ri.se to 

en.terp::ri.se 1eve1 

This type of cooperation is usually performed directly between 

different enterprises which are mostly independent from the 

general economic policies of the relevant countries of these 

enterprises. Moreover. it is conunonly practiced among the 

companies in the developed regi0ns; and the most important type 

is cooperation in the production capacities and vertical 

integration in order to maintain a profitable utilization rate 

for the petrochemical industr~r. 

Such a 

importance 

countries 

level of cooperation could also be of 

among the petrochemical organizations 

in order to increase awareness of the 

particular 

in Arob 

available 

petrochemical establishments and the related service as well as 

to examine the possible areas of cooperation which may be 

performed with the least level of consent from the different 

governmental authorities. such as training. and exchange of 

information. chemicals and common spare parts. etc. It also 

seems, from the available information. that this level of 

cooperation is not widely practiced among the Arab petrochemical 

establishments. In order to enhance such cooperation. it would 
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require. at least. some sort of channeling system among the 

d:fferent Arab petrochemical companies that would facilitate easy 

contacts 

Perhaps. 

in order to examine the feasible areas of cooperation. 

the creation of even a club-level system where 

petrochemical producers from different Arab countries could meet 

and exchange opinions would be a good start. 

X-2. Cooperation on the (Country) 

Na.tion.a.1 Lev-e1. 

On the country level. a clear strategy for cooperation and 

integration of petrochemical industry should be the first step 

for the development of the industry as well as for further 

regional and global cooperation. Moreover. institutional 

organizations in charge of such coordination are found also to be 

especially effective for the elaboration and application of the 

countries' policy of cooperation. In spite of the fact that the 

nature of the petrochemical industry lends itself to coordination 

and integratjon with other sectors and scientific institutions on 

the country level. there is a general trend in most of the Arab 

and developing countries that this level of cooperation is likely 

to be given less attention; or. in other words. is not viewed as 

being sufficiently active for the promotion of the industry 

within the country itself. Important economic sectors within the 

country such as agriculture. building. construction. 

communications. food industry. pharmaceutical and others are all 

potential areas for different types and qualities of 

petrochemical products consumption which. through efficient 

coordination and cooperation with the petrochemical sector would 

expand the volume of consumption and invite the production of 

specjalized and tailor made products to suit these different 

sectors and their various application needs. 
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Close cooperation and coordination among the various 

scientific and technical institutions. universities.laboratories. 

design and engineering establishments and R&D centers are as well 

a prerequisite for the development of ~he industry: but 

regrettably. in most Arab countries such coordination is not 

demonstrated at promising levels to serve as effective tools. 

Efforts may have been made for the establishment of these 

industry-backjng foundations 

spent. yet these efforts are 

be fully utilized for the 

horizontal integration may 

and significant investments ere 

lacking sufficient coordination to 

development of the industry. Some 

be noticed within the country. 

expressed in the expansion of petrochemical capacities by build

ing new similar production units: but vertical integration has 

been. much less practiced. even within the petrochemical 

establishment itself. and between petrochemical plants and oii 

refineries in particular. 

Finally. government bodies could play a significant role in 

creating some specialized consultational and institutional 

organizations to corrunand the coordination. cooperation and 

integration of the different local activities and continuously 

demonstrate their progress. 
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X-3. Regional Cooperation 

Regional cooperation is a level of cooperatioil which usually 

takes place between or among countries from neighboring regions. 

Many developing countries have gained quite a long experience 

in running petrochemical plant3 and have achieved a relatively 

high level of skill in operation. maintenance and marketing. 

Some of these countries have. as well. expanded their own 

creative research and development projects which could serve as a 

promising ground for initiating joint cooperation between these 

countries. Objectives are nearly the same. which mostiy center 

around the utilization of their natural resources. commitment to 

industrialization and general economic and social development. 

Also, common problems and difficulties in the development of the 

petrochemical industry in these countries are mostly of the same 

nature apart from some 

ea~lier. 

financial differences as mentioned 

Thus, cooperation among countries of a region brings many 

benefits to their petrochemical industry by many means. including 

exchange of information and experience, training of personnel, 

supply of raw materials, intermediate and finished products, and 

the formulation of a mutual arrangement for more effective R&D 

activities; and above all, the chance for countries which have 

recently started their petrochemical indus"ry to avoid most of 

the mistakes and overcome many of the difficulties which have 

been faced by the older and more experienced producers.• 3 

3 International trade and the marketing of petrochemicals, 
prepared by lr.'lIDO Secretariat for the third consultation 
on petrochemical industry, Vienna, 2-6 Dec., 1985 
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X--4.G1obal Ccx:>pera.tion.. 

Technology. marketing experience and financing form the back

bone of any sound petrochemical industry in any region without 

which the industry could practically not survive. The developing 

countries. as a rule. depend on foreign technology from the 

developed regions for the manufacture of petrochemic3l basic ma

terials as well as their conversion and downstream facilities. 

This phen~menon also holds true in regard to technical back-up 

from the licensers or contractors for the efficient. safe. and 

on-spec-operation of the petrochemical plants. 

International trade of the industry is aiso dominated by 

developed market economies. and the petrochemical markets are to 

a great extent controlled by t~ese countries. 

In stating such absolute facts. jntention was certainly not 

to underestimate many developing countries' capabilities. but to 

indicate the importance of international cooperation in the 

absence of which transfer of technology could not be efficiently 

performed and marketing experience would not be deepened. Thus. 

international cooperation is of vital importance to the 

e5tablishment and development of the industry in the developing 

countries in particular because of their potential hydrocarbon 

resources and availability of finances which constitute. with 

imported technology. the three pillars on which the industry 

could stand. 

International cooperation (which customarily implies 

cooperation between developing countries and developed countries. 

(or what is so called South/North cooperation) is usually driven 

by factors of attraction which developing countries could of fer 

or which the developed partner in the cooperative arrangements 

could ot~ain. namely. but not limited to. access to low cost raw 
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materials. utilization of some advantageous rules and facilities 

througi1 which the developed countries could p1·omote their 

products in the developing countries' markets. obtaining soft 

conditions loans from oil and gas rich countries. and even 

linkin~ some of the favorable terms of oil supply to the process 

of cooperation. etc. It is a reciprocal process and involves 

mutua 1 i r.terests. Through cooperative arrangements. Arab 

countries will have access to major companies' advanced 

technology. management techniques. marketi~g 

and maintenance experience including 
skills. operation 

er1vironmentai and 
operational safety. 

In spite of the obvious advantages of cooperation with the 

developed countries in the petrochemical industry. there exists a 

series of problems and ambiguities. concerning. in particular. 

the following issues: 

optimal utilization of indigenous raw materials; 

capital cost structures of different areas of cooperation 

particularly in technology; 

operation. maintenance. and technical back up 

characteristics; 

responsiveness to local market pote~:ial; 

socio-cultural adaptability; 

series of technological continuity; 

sectorial integration in the overall economy; 

limitations cf genuine transfer of competent technology; 

and the different views on marketing strategies. 

Nevertheless. the acquisition and transfer 

technology. in spite of its imperfections. has 

represented the only mechanism for implementing 

aspirations of the developing countries. 

of overseas 

tr ad it i ona 1 1 y 

the industrial 
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In reqard to the Arab countries. the region ha~ been the 

center of attention for industrialized countries' firms. 

particularly transnational petrochemical companies. since the 

Arab countries took control of production and pricing of crude 

oil in 1973; and a great boom of investments in h~ilding many 

grass root plants and modern infrastructure was started in the 

region. Following the second rise of oil prices in 1979. many 

giant and international size petrochem!cal project.s were 

considered; and steps for implementation of some complexes had 

already been taken. Moreover. the Arab region presented a 

completely new and different set of conditions than those in the 

other regions. a situation which offered a variety of in•:entives 

to attract large international petroche~ical companies and 

construction firms for closer co0peration and collaboration with 

the potential Arab countries for the realizat.ion of petrochemical 

deveiopment schemes. Thus. several inter;:ational firms were 

involved in different types and extents of cooperation in the 

Arab region. 

The plants built were mostly based on the latest technology. 

capacity. construction methods and operational technique; 

however. the greater part of the production consisted of primary 

and intermediate petrochemicals which were oriented for export. 

which calls for emphasis on intensive cooperation. particularly 

in marketing their products. Hence. quite c few sets of joint 

venture agreements have been concluded between some Arab 

countries and several international firms in this respect.~ 

3 * Survey and Analysis of Joint Venture Arrangements in the 
Petrochemical Industry - UNIDO,ID/WG 448/4, 10 Oct .. 1985. p.9-15 
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XI. Areas of Cooperation 

Many opportunities 

industry are available 

among Arab countries 

in several areas of the petrochemical 

for all levels and forms of cooperation 

themselves and between them c~d other 

regions. The extent of cooperation and its relevant importance is 

different from one area to another pending many factors such as 

genuine willingness. extent of development of these areas in the 

Arab region and their rank of priorities. However. several of 

these areas of cooperation will be reviewed hereunder. starting 

with the most important and vital area which is uncommonly felt 

to occupy the top of the list: that of the issue of marketing. 

XI-1. Marketing 

Arab petrochemical plants. as a ruie. were designed basically 

as export oriented industries; and until sufficient downstream 

units are constructed in the Arab region to absorb the majority 

of the basic and intermediate petrochemicals. which will take 

quite a long period of time. it appears that a sufficient portion 

of Arab petrochemical output will continue to find its way to the 

international market. mainly in the developed regions· markets 

such as Japan. U.S.A. and Western Europe which are still 

constituting the major consuming markets in spite of being the 

major producers. 

Upon examining the international market in view of the current 

economic slow-down, particularly in the U.S.A .. and with the 

emergence of new petrochemical producers from countries b~sides 

the Arab region such as, Mexico. Brazil. Libya, China. Thailand 

and South Krrea, which are becoming major producers of 

petrochemicals, it appears that marketing of the Arab 

petrochemicals is now facing an added burden over the usual 

difficulties. Practically all new producers are focusing on 

developed regions' markets for the export of their products. 
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The United States deficits will naturally be supplied by the 

neighboring countries (such as Canada) because of the 

advantageous cost element over those from Arab countries. 

assuming that the production cost conditions are the same. 

The European region. because of its geographic proxiffii~y to 

the Arab world and its very large and accessible market becomes 

virtually the natural market for Arab petrochemical products 

assuming that only ethane gas-based Arab petrochemical •. ants are 

able to charge less and to produce and deliver to Western Europt 

on a variable/ffiar~inal cost-basis. However. on a full cost basis 

(assuming favorable conditions of European production cost) such 

a difference in production cost is narrowed. The cost advantag~s 

of Arab petrochemical products over those of European naphtha/LPG 

based petrochemicals was very true when the crude oil price was 

exceeding $U.S. 30/bbl. At present, with the fall of the price of 

crude oil to. or less than. $U.S. 20/bbl which is expected to 

last through the first half or more of the 1990s, the gas based 

variable/marginal competitive advantages 

they are not already eroded. This. 

have been minimized if 

in addition to the 

restrictions put by EEC countries (including tariff barriers and 

export ceilings) to protect their local industries, places a 

great deal of pressure on the Arab petrochemical producers to 

seek and establish other markets in which they could dispose 

their products. Therefore. there is no option left for additional 

mark~ts other than the potential developing countries where at 

present only limited cooperation in this field has been achieved 

because of the many difficulties and obstacles encountered 

concerning realization of fruitful cooperation with the regional 

developing countries. These difficultids may be ~ttributed to 

mainly: financing. lack of technical and marketing experience, 

different political and economic structure and lack of experience 
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in similar cooperation.~ 

In addition to this and to the recent vying of the challenging 

markets for Arah petrochemical producers CW. Europe. Japan and 

U.S.Al by other relatively non traditional producers from the Far 

F.ast. South America and Canada. as mentioned before. the set of 

economic conditions which promoted the esta~lishment of the 

export-oriented Arab petrochemical industry in the late 1970's 

and the early eighties are quite different now. This situation 

calls for not only the expediency of 

their overall 

Arab countries making a 

for the strategic review of trade policy 

establishment of a firm presence in the world market. but also to 

thoroughiy review the policies of the existing plants and their 

envisaged plans. 

Moreover. the reality of the emergence of one European market 
in this year (1992) the effective unification of the North 

American market. the increasing consolidation of the ASEAN 

market. and the recent development of CMEA markets make such a 

policy review on a regional Arab level even more imperative.* 

However. based on the factual regional and international 

developments. certainly the prevailing situation brings up 

the significance of co~peration towards a search for possible 

formulae that would offer the Arab petrochemicals a right of way 

to international markets. It may require a combination of all 

levels of cooperation. regional and international.*~ 

4
* Trade in industrial strategic corrunodities - ESCWA - AIDO 

~/ESCWA/ID/87/15 . December 13, 1987. 

~. ASEAN - Association of South East Asian Nations. 
CMEA - Council for Mutual Economic Assistance. 
Discussion paper for the first preparatory meeting on 
regional co~sultation on petrochemical industry in the 
Arab countries. Vienna. 26-29 Sept .. 1989 
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The Arab petrochemical industry appears to be entering a new 

era; and further production strategies. marketing research and 

studies. and examination of more effective forms and levels of 

cooperation will have to be expediently considered. Nevertheless. 

at present and until the Arab and other regional markets will be 

developed. joint efforts with international specialized firms 

from developed regions. whether in the form of joint venture or 

any other kind of marketing cooperation arrangement. claim 

priority and subsequently other feasible forms of cooperation 

with the regional developing countries may very possibly be born. 

even in the shape of triangle cooperation which could synchronize 

the elements of technology and marketing experience of the 

industrialized countries. together with the Arab petrochemical 

production capabilities and their available hydrocarbon 

resources. and the potential markets of the regional developing 

countries. particularly those countries with relative advances in 

technology (engineering. operation and some equipment 

manufacturing). 

Such an attempt would bring us back to the issue of the 
factors 

study). 

hindering cooperation 

particularly the lack 

information. 

(mentioned elsewhere 

of adequate and 

in this 

re 1 i able 

In summary. marketing of petrochemicals would simply mean how 

to profitably export the various products to regional and 

international markets by a practical and efficient means so that 

the local market could be expanded and consumption increased. As 

for the issue of export to the developed market. cooperation 

should be centered dround lowering the trade barriers of both 

tariff and non-tar~ff nature coupled with some sort of reasonable 

incentives for the developed countries' cooperative parties. 

Removal of trade barriers between Arab countries and other 

regional developing countries could. first of all. facilitate the 

process of interregional cooperation and open the door for new 
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oppo-tunities. Developing countries from neighboring regions 

would welcome interregional cooperation initiatives because they 

are desperately in need of petrochemical raw materials (basic and 

intermediates). and often their financial capabilities are 

limited. However. they do have some advantages over the Arab area 

in their larger market. relative experience in operation. 

engineering. and R&D. cheaper labor. and availability of 

reasonably good phy~ical infrastructure for building a number of 

d0wnstream industries. 

XI-2.Transfer of Techno1ogy 

This area of cooperation concerning trar.sfer of technology 

is. to a great degree. limited to cooperation with the developed 

regions where the origin of technology has been initiated and 

developed over a long period of time and tremendous cooperative 

efforts in research and development. as well as 

investments have been spent. However. there has 
very high 

been an 
appreciable degree of 

through the process 

countries which have 

industrialization. 

technology transfer 

of cooperation among 

achieved a relativeiy 

which took place 

some developing 

advanced level of 

Technology transfer is not merely an event; it is a process 

of achievement; and as one examines the various elements of that 

process. it becom~s obvious why effective technology transfer is 

not so easy. There are a number of essentiai elements determining 

the efficiency and degree of technology transfer such as type of 

technology. the degree to which it is indispensable. effective 

implementation. positive attitudes. and the sense of 

investment.•• 

•• Robert F.Raymond-Uop- The Petrochemical Industry. gateway 
to acquisition of high technology. Sept.22. 1982. 
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It is. above all. a process which is highly "human oriented" and 

requires the understanding and coope~at1on of both the source of 

technology and the recipient during all phases of the project and 

at several staff levels within each organization. Cooperation 

during all phases of proJect implementation presents 

opportunities for promoting the technology transfer process: 

planning. design. project management. procurement. construction. 

commis~io~ing and operation. 

Also. it must be remembered that th~ high technological 

capacity of the industrialize~ countries has been built through a 

continuous process over a long period of time and it cannot be 

transferred overnight or transplanted in other regions; it is 

rather to be developed in its own cultural and socio-economic 

environment. once a base is fou~d. 

Nevertheless. through different forms of cooperative 

arrangements. an appreciable amount of technology has been 

transferred from developed regions to some developing countries 

and has been well adapted to its environment. Among the different 

arrangements for technological transactions are: the package 

licensed technology and the relevant services. detailed 

engineering design of equipment and hardware.procurement.erection 

and commissioning of the plant and the supervision of normal 

operation, maintenance and training during the early years of the 

plant's operation. 

In a few developing countries. some capacity may be found to 

perform specific functions related to these technical activities. 

i.e. the design and fabrication of some equipment, civil 

engineering works, project execution management, etc .. which 

forms, in many cases, a good mode for cooperation among 
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developing countries.* 7 And last but not least. it is worthy to 

mention that the joint venture arrangement in the implementation 

of the different phases of a petrochemical project may 0ffer the 

best opportunity for technology transfer provided that an active 

involvement of the recipient should start right from the first 

steps of the project's implementation. Nevertheless. whatever 

cooperative forni would be taken for technology transfer from thE> 

industrialized region. attention has to be g!ven in any relevan~ 

agreements to safeguard the interests of the developing countries 

and to assure that the relevant cost is to be reasonable. 

It is also to be understood that such a type of transaction 

will mostly involve the horizontal transfer of technology which 

has only insignificant implication and influence on the vertical 

transfer of technology processes within the particular developing 

country. R&D activities are the pioneers for vertical transfer of 

technology; moreover. they form the backbone for developing 

licensed technologies and their adaptation to 

and requirements. 

X1-3.Reeearch and Development 

It is 

deveiopment 

needless to mention the importance 

activities in the petrocher.ical 

local conditions 

of research and 

industry, nn 

industrial sector which is scientifically based and technology 

intensive. It requires both processor:, anc producers to take 

provisions to keep abreast on a continuous br1sis with the rapid 

technological developments involved in this 1ndustry. 

Today. more than ever. world progress and the well-being of 

any nation depend on scientific and engineering innovations and 

1

• Ul'HlJU c:::xpt::rt. y1uuµ 1111::1::r.1ng on int.ernationaJ cooper,1t.1on 
on pct.rochemicals. Vienna. i':J-;;i St:pt., l'i81i. 
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inventions. The pace of scientific development and new inventions 

is so rdpid that the present modes attempted for the transfer of 

technology from industrialized countries to developing nations 

will certainly not be sufficient to sustain the durable 

development of these countries unless they are backed by 

sufficient research and development of their own.•• 

Many European petrochemical producers have been latt-ly 

involved in advanced new technologies such as genetic engineering 

or the development of new industrial materials and composites. 

Also. the European chemical industry out spends most others in 

its R&D investments. More than U.S.$ 8 billion a year. amounting 

to 4% of the sales turnover. is spent on research and development 

work.~ Europe's future as an economic power will. in fact. 

depend to a great degree on the scientific advances currently 

being made in the laboratories of the chemical and petrochemical 

cor.1pa.n i es. 

Besides the very high costs incurred in the development of 

R&D activities. they require sophisticated equipment and other 

hardware. highly qudlified scientists. well-trai~ed personnel and 

a good design and engineering ground supported with other 

adequate facilities such as reliable sources of information. 

scientific and educational institutes. and 

capabilities. besides the existence of the 

manufacturing 

chemical and 

petrochemical industries themselves in order to be able to 

perform meaningful basic scientific research. long-term 

development of process technology. new products development. and 

the search for new applications. 

8 * OPEC/UNIDO/Opec Fund Seminar - Vienna. March 7-9. 1983. 
Opportunities for cooperation among developing countries for the 
establishment of petrochemical industry .. p.33. 

'* APPE Petrochemical: the key to European high 
technology. 1987-80 
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R&D's objectives are also extended to various other 

activities such as ensuring smooth operation of the production 

and utility units. saving in energy consumption. investigation of 

alternative raw materials and feedstocks. monitoring the 

industry's pollutants emission including both its effect and 

control. improving and stabilizing the ~uality of products. and 

offering solutions to the indu~try's various techni~ai problems 

as well as its role in the selection. nssimilation and 

improvement of technologies. 

Such requirements would 

company in the developing 

be much beyond any petrochemical 

countries and even beyond the 

capabilities of most developing countries themselves. Therefore. 

the role of the governments comes more into effect in this 

regard. where they could actively allocate an appreciable fund 

and extend facilities in other required infrastructures (physir.al 

and human). In fact. a great deal of R&D activities in the 

developed countries were accomplished through the giant chemical 

and petrochemical companies' cooperative efforts supported with 

serious and genuine backing by their various governments. 

There do exist within the Arab region an appreciable number 

of R&D centers and quite reasonable scient1fic institutions as 

well as some infrastructure. especially human (intellectuals with 

advanced degrees in engineering and other scientific fields): but 

these facilities are poorly organized. not adequately supported 

with required infrastructure. and their objectives are not 

clearly defined. 

The proper development of R&D in the Arab region urgently 

calls for closer cooperation, first on the national level and at 

large among the potential Arab countries and finally with other 

neighboring developing countries. The pooling of resources of 

several Arab countries and other regional developing countries 

would assist in overcoming most of the restrictions mentioned 
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above. and would provide a wider scope of act vity and more 

incentives for the joint R&D establishments. Cooperation in R&D 

would also lift some of the financial burdens on individual 

companies. countries. and establishments by spreading the cost 

over a number of relevant organizations or countries. 

In additior.. it should be mentioned that in the Arab region 

as well as in the developing countries. the role of governments 

in the R&D sector is crucial. since many petrochemical companies 

simply cannot afford to possess "state of the art" laboratories 

and analytical and technical services. pilot plants and testing 

facilities. etc.; in many cases. the organization of back-up 

facilities and systems can only be state-sponsored or even 

state-owned. 

Finally. it should also be remembered that R&D activities in 

the Arab region and the other developing regions are to be as 

well oriented as to suit the local requirements. environmental 

conditions and producers' and consumers' needs . 
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XI--4.Erlginee~ing and Manufactur-ing 

A number of developing countries. notably in Latin America 

and Asia. have acquired a certain amount of indigenous 
project-engineering expertise. In some cases. local contractors 

are able to provide services comparable to those offered by 

foreign groups and at lower costs because they normally charge 

much less per engineering hour. The experience of EIL <Engineer 

India Limited) could be cited as a very close example. Moreover. 

these countries often have a definite advantage over outsiders 

because they are familiar with local conditions; and many have 

enough experience to buy the equipment they need directly. This 

situation as well holds true in regard to the manufacturing 

capabilities of a number of developing countries. particuiarly in 

the production of non-sophisticated equipment such as low 

pressure heat exchangers and boilers. water and fuei tanks. 

general purpose steel structures, small and medium-size ~~cvice 

pumps and electric motors, different carbon steel pipes and 

fittings for water supply. sewage. and process water disposal. 

etc .. thus offering numerous opportunities for cooperation 

concerning the acquisition of the various needs. 

Items such as those mentioned above constitute roughiy around 

30% of the total cost of the hardware of a chemical or 

petrochemical plant if they are purchased within the total cost 

of a turn-key project.* 10 

In some Arab countries. such capabilities are. as well. being 

considerably developed and could be utilized cooperatively to 

bring many mutual technica~ and financial benefits to the Arab 

1 ~ Based on actual experience of the aether in supervising 
the implementation of a number of ammonia-urea complexes on a 
turn-key basis. 
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engineering and manufacturing firms as well as to the 

petrochemical producers. and at large contribute to the firm 

establishment of the industrial capability and well-being of the 
region. 

Cooperation with other developing countries in the region 

whose engineering design and manufacturing capabilities are 

relatively far advanced. would certa~nly contribute to the 

develo9ment of capabilities of the lesser technically advancec 

countries. open other cooperative opportu~ities among the 

countries in both regions. and ultimately narrow the gap between 

developing regions and the developed countries in this field. 

Thus. both regional and j~terregional cooperation are 

particularly effective among the developing countries in such 

areas because the practice of this cooperation would be 

independent from the ties of multinational companies and could 

jointly be developGd to suit the local environment and purposes. 

contribute to procurement experience. as well as being safe in 

cost. 
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XI-5.0peration, Maintenance, 

Environmental Control, safety and 
Training 

It goes without saying that most of the Arab petrochemical and 

fertilizer producers are proud of the degree of experience gained 

ir. the operation of different high technology process units. 

They, as well. have accomplished a great deal of knowledgeable 

practice in the field of maintenance and some normal tr0uble 
shootings. 

A considerable number of petrochemical and fertilizer plants 

in the Arab region are even being operated at designed production 

capacity level and are well maintained; moreover. to a relative 

extent. certain modifications to suit some local circumstances 

and regional environmental conditions have been successfully 

introduced. Normal and emergency shut-down and start-up are also 

being performed; and sophisticated repair with less effort has 

been practiced to a certain degree. 

Therefore, a considerable number 

cooperation between Arab countries and 

and other regional developing countries 

of opportunities for 

between the Arab region 

who have been. for a 
longer period of time. gaining such experience. are available. 

particularly in areas of normal operation and maintenance. 

trouble shootings and emergency shut-downs. training of personnel 

at different levels, warehouse management and procurement of 
spore ports. etc. 

However. there is much left to learn and more technology to 

be transferred, particularly in areas of high delicacy and closed 

know-how. such as computerized control processes, welding of nigh 

pressure stainless 8teel vessels, high speed giant compressors. 

high pressure boilers, sophisticated instrumentation, etc .. which 

would require further and closer cooveration with the source of 
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technology from developed regions and from other experienced 

firms from industrially advanced developing countries.The 

petrochemical industry. like any other chemical industry. affects 

the environment; and with the in~reasing awareness of the 

environmental effect that chemical and petrochemical industries 

could cause. the industry has a duty to satisfy itself that its 

products are manufactured. handled. transported. used. and 

disposed of safely and without unacceptable risks for the 

environment. This requires not only strict compliance of 

producers with the laws and regulations controlling the 

limitation of disposals to the environment. but also to take 

independent and responsible action as needed. concerning the 
matter. 

Every company has to draw an environmental policy and 

establish procedures for its implementation. monitor the effects 

of current operation and new processes on the local environment. 

minimize wastes. and foster among employees at all levels an 

individual sense of responsibility for the environment and the 

need to be alert for potential sources of pollution associated 

with plant operation. 

Obviously. it is a collective effort and would require long 
experience. The matter is 

or other hardware; 
not only related to processes. 

it is also a human activity; and as machinery 

the human cannot be perfect. the control of the environment 
would not be free from imperfection. Therefore. exchange of 

experience nationally. regionally. interregionally and globally 

would constitute a high degree of aid to minimize the effect of 

the industry on the environment. 
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XII-Fortnu1ae for Cooperation 

Mechanism of cooperation. from its name. implies the means to 

be followed. actions to be taken. and area of priority to be 

selected for initiation of the first step of real 

of cooperation. 
implement.at ion 

Moreover. above all. is the question of attitude: what are 

the real attitudes of the cooperating parties towards the 

principles of cooperation before any kind of policy could be 

adopted and a practical way. or mechanism of cooperation could be 

put into action. referring especially to cooperation in Arab 

countries and between them and other regions. 

It is obvious among the industrialized countries that they 

have evaluated the fact that greater concentration on cooperation 

for long term effects rather than occupation with petty 

differences will keep their industry operating profitably. their 

economies healthy. their problems less. and their future more 

promising. thus serving the well being of their nations. 

Therefore. chemical and petrochemical companies a.nd the 

related establishments in the developed regions. as well as the 

countries t.nem::;e1ve::;. r...:u1i::>iuer Lile issue o:- cooperation as an 

indispensable activity based on a need, and not as a sort or 

weltare organization or charity donation which everyor.e has to 

praise or make a minimum contribution to, and forget about it. 

Hence, cooperation among the Arab countries requires. first of 

all. a positive attitude towards its process and a sense of need 

for it and for the benefits of its variou~ forms. 

People do not usually do what they are supposed to do; they 

do what they have to do. Also. people do not usually go to 

doctors unless they are sick. When developed countries. 

companies, scientific institutions and commercial organizations 
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have seriously practiced various forms of cooperation at 

different levels. they did it because they needed it. they 

felt the pain without it. and they continued to do it when they 

realized its worthwhile returns. 

Looking at the evolution of cooperation. coordination and 

integration in the petrochemical industry in EC countries before 

and after the world oii crises. it may be seen that it reflect:= 

t·ne degrees of cooperation performed progressively as tho? need 

for it intensifies. Moreover, in a very brief review of the 

development of the petrochemical industry in Europe regarding 

their cooperative response to the changes in oil prices and the 

disruption of the markets. it could be seen that.at the first oii 

price rise in 1973 to fourfold and the short supply of domestic 

naphtha and its expensive import. chemical corporations. as 

separate entities. reacted differently to the emerging situation. 

In general. they had to shed their highly individualistic 

postures and develop closer linkages with the oil companies; for 

example. Bayer joined with British petroleum, BASF linked with 

Shell in W.Germany. and British ICI joined with BP in order to 

secure their raw materials and energy. At the second oil prices 

rise in late 1979 and the world economic recession which followed 

in the early 1980s. chemical and petrochemjcal companies in 

Europe as well as in other developed regions promptly reacted to 

those drastic changes in a series of measures which was so called 

"restructuring". where r.1ergers. capacity utilization. shut down 

of plants. specialization. search for alternative feedstocks. and 

the adoption of new trends to produce specialty chemicals which 

have higher value added and lower cost raw m~terials but with 

higher technology. 

Nevertheless. and in spite of the severity of these 

conditions. European industry survived; and they overcame the 

majority of the problems through serious and genuine cooperation 

and intensive R&D activities. Soon after the mid 198Cs. a number 
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of petro~hemical producers. especially from the Arab countries in 

the Gulf region. in particular Saudi Arabia. and to a lesser 

degree Qatar. have begun to step into the West European market as 

potential competitors. threatening their economic interests and 

exposing their industry to relative disruption. Again. European 

producers came collectively to unify a policy to cc.nteract this 

invasion of foreign products to their markets by introd~cing all 

types of barriers such as tariff and non-tariff barriers as well 

as other obstacles and difficulties such as imposing export 

ceilings. and declining from extending furLher technology and 

other hard conditions in order to discourage these new products 

from invading their market. (assuming that Arab Gulf producers 

were having the low feedstock advantages). Another example of 

cvoperation among the European petrochemical and oil majors is 

the ethylene grid which connects the Cologne area (Germany). 

where the largest capacity of ethylene is concentrated. with the 

second largest ethylene concentration area - in the 

Rotterdam-Antwerp area (The Netherlands). 

Virtually al 1 of the best knmm names and producers of 

petrochemicals such as Hoechst. Bayer. BASF and Veba of the 

"German group", AKZO. Solvay and DSM of the "Netherlands group". 

and Gui f. Ca 1 tex. Exxon. She 11 and BP of the "oi 1-ma jors group" 

are located on this grid and both ta~e and supply ethylene into 

it. In addition. the European natural qas transmission system 

(from Italy to the North European countries) also represents a 

good ex amp 1 e of c 1 ose cooperation. *11 

In conclusion. it is apparent that cooperation is likely to 

be initiated by a good understanding and positive attitude. and 

will be encouraged. enlarged and well established by the virtue 

of need and nourished by its beneficial outcome. 

1 "* ARNI V.R.S. Emerging Petrochemical Technology; - IJNIDO/ 
IS.350 p.69-71 
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Returning to the main point of this study. the issue of 

cooperation in the Arab countries. concentration should be on 

application of the essential parameters for initiating and 

developing modes of cooperation in line with those indicators 

which promoted the cooperation among companies and countries of 

the developed region: the attitude. the incentives. the need. and 

the whole general sense of gains and benefits. It should be 

realized that it might soon be almost too late to start 

cooperation 

or tod~y. it 

in the Arab region: if it was not started yesterday 

should begin tomorrow. Oil prices are not likely . 

for quite a while. to witness a sharp increase: Arab domestic 

markets are not growing with the absen~e of cooperation. 

coordination and integration at a high enough rate to be able to 

absorb a major portion of the Arab petrochemical production: the 

world market. including the developed market is hitting a new 

cycle of economic slow-down (sluggish economy): there is an 

increase of new producers from the oil and gas rich countries. 

mostly from OPEC; there exists a decrease of marginal production 

cost difference of Arab pe~rochemicals comparea with the European 

naphtha-based ethylene after oil and oil products' prices beca~e 

relatively low and stable: and continuous protective measures are 

being taken by European and 0ther developed countries against the 

flow of Arab petrochemicals into their markets. All of these 

factors coupled with the relative expansi~n of the Arab 

petrochemical industry and increasing marketing difficulties as 

well as other technical problems should create a strong incentive 

and demonstrate an urgent need for genuine cooperation. Arab 

petrochemical producing countries should. by now. metamorphose 

from their individu~li~tic postures and develop closer linkages 

with other Arab petrochemical producing countries or with other 

non-producing countries who have a potential market and/or 

adequate infrastructure for R&D development as well as to extend 

such a linkage with other regional countries with which mutual 

benefits could be gained through some forms of cooperation in 

accordance with their prevailing capabilities. 
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Early in this study. a number of forms of cooperation were 

reviewed. some of which were quite elaborated because of their 

especially important role in the development of good cooperative 

bases. Also. different levels of cooperation were introduced. and 

several areas were pointed out. 

In summary oi the present topic. the mechanism of coop~ra t io:m 

or the means by which cooperation couid be appi1ed. is 

schematically listed hereunder: 

Cooperation could begin with the simpiest way of exchange 

of information and collection of data available on the 

present petrochemical plants through a central 

organization created by Arab producers in any 

organizational form: federation. association. union. or 

club. to be in the future a well -established data bank 

designed to be interconnected with regional and 

interregional information centers. 

The prom:>tion of downstream industries in both 

petrochemical producing countries and in those Ara~ and 

other regional developing countries with no basic 

petrochemical industries. by means of supply of basic and 

intermediate products supported by different financial 

facilities. such as credit. long term loans. or deferred 

payments 0n soft conditions. 

The removal of all trade barriers standing against the flow 

of petrochemical products (import) (export) among Arab 

cooperative countries. As for other regional countries. it 

appears that there is a great desire and good intention 

to remove such barriers. 

Starting cooperation on bases of bilateral arrangements 

primarily between Arab c0Llntr1es of the same geographical 
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region and subsequently extended to include other 

cooperative countries with which mutual benefits may be 

shared. 

Adoption. to the greatest possible extent. of unified norms 

and standards in order to facilitate the promotion of 

cooperation in exchange of materials. such as common spare 

parts and chemicals. etc. 

Unification of norms and standards would also help to 

economize in pooling the slow moving spares such as 

compressor rotors and large pumps. etc .. which are very 

costly (in millions of U.S.$) and of which cases of need to 

change these parts or equipment are rare. 

Examination of the possibility of adapting similar 

processes in some main process units of different 

petrochemical plants and sharing royalties. 

Pooling resources for R&D activities to iift financial 

burdens on a single company or country and to spread the 

cost over a number of establishments which. in tt:rn. would 

increase incentive. 

Integration of the petrochemical sectors with OLher 

economic sectors in order to widen the consumption base of 

the industry. 

Promotion of local and regional manufacturing capab1i1ties 

in order to be able to support the downstream industr1es 

and to develop engineering and design experience. 
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XIII.Conc1u.s1ons 

irom the brief review of trends in world petrochemical 

industry. its development in the Arab region. the importance and 

role of various forms of cooperation in the industry in Arab 

countries as well as in other developed and develo~ing countries. 

it could be concluded that: 

(1). The petrochemical industry has u~dergone. in a 

relatively short period of time. a series of 

fluctuations and up-and-down cycles. an event which 

seemingly forms part of the present nature of the 

industry. and will most likely continue for at least 

a decade. causing large traditional procucers much 

concern over adjusting themselves to these 

down-turns to avoid their adverse impacts; w::ile some 

smaller enterprises face more serious difficulties 

which may lead to an entire shut-down. 

Thus. another spell of restructuring of the 

industry is expected; mergin~ and acquisition 

activities will be renewed. globalization will be 

increased. new technical solutions will have to be 

initiated in spite of their inherent risks from 

increasing technology sophistication and potential 

environmenLal liability. and other strategies in R&D 

and marketing are likely to be e~ployed to f~ce the 

new challenges. 

(2). There is an obviously noticeable geographical shift in 

pP,trochemical production to developing regions 

encouraged by the availability of cheap and ab~ndant 

feedstocks or by predicted high growth in demand. 

Some deveJ~ping ccuntries without substantial oil 

resources, such as Brazil. Taiwan and South Korea 
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which once were traditional importing countries have 

also become important petrochemical producers. 

Thus. Latin America. the Middle East. and the 

As1a-Pacif1c region are all pressing ahead with plans 

for building ethylene plants and downstream 

derivatives. leaving a premonition of world 

overcapacity. 

Nevertheless. forecasters believe that such 

overcapacity. if it occurs. will not remain for 

long and will soon be absorbed. and t~3t the newly 

developing countries with substa~tial oil and gas 

reserves have decided advantages and would find an 

important place in the industry. 

(3). The announced world sizable ethylene capacity 

additions coupled with ~~e expectation of weak 

short-term economic growth suggests that low 

utilization rates are likely for world ethylene and 

key derivative mJrkets in the early 1990s. 

Should all of the announced olefin plants be 

built. ethylene capacity in the Far East will be 

increased from 2.7 million tons/year to 8 million 

tons/year ; the Unit.cd Stales will add some 4.6 

million tons of canacity; West Europe will add 4 

million tons: and the Middle East will add about 1.8 

million tons/year of capacity. bringing the total 

world ethylene capacity to about ao million tons/year 

in 1995. a situation which would put considerable 

pressure on world naphtha supply. particularly in West 

Europe. Thus. during the 1990s. polyethylene's share 

of ethylene markets is expected to increase from 53.3% 

to 56.3%. 
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Based on anticipated demand and capacity growth in 

the Far East. United States exports to China. Japan. 

and other Asia-Pacific cour1tries are l ike:y to 

decline. while producers in the Middle East. 

particularly t!1e Arab countries in the Gulf region. 

could continue supplying Asian mc?-:Kets w-·th ethylene 

der1vat1ves if they expand capacity as planned_ 

(4). In spite of the world econo1111c de;>ression. the 

piastics industry was not greatly affected. Commodity 

thermoplastics ( the major bulk of plastic materials) 

are within their traditional rate of growth. led by 

polypropylene where rates of grow:h sh0w a higher 

average. 

Linear low-density polyethy!e~e (LLDPE). in most 

areas of the world. will significcntly out pace other 

competing large volume plastics such as low-density 

polyethylene and high-density poiyethylene. New 

capacity is under construction a: numerous iocations 

which is often a "swing" capacity that can be used to 

make either LLDPE or HOPE. 

PVC's global demand is expectet to grow at an 

average of 3 7% and specialty pe:rochemicals are 

holding fairly well. 

(5). While the petrochemical industry continues its 

down-cycle. one product. methyl-tert-butyl ether 

<MTBE) holds a highly esteemed position in the world 

chemical industry. Moreover. it has been the fastest 

growing petrochemical. with n0 other chemical product 

having experienced such a unique growth profile.MTBE 

started basically as an octane booster and later 

became a clean air component. 
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Booming MTBE demand draws an increasing number of 

producers as well as tightened methanol supp!y. The 

demand for HTBE was also aggravated by the new Clean 

Air Act and its latest amendment in the United Stat~~ 

and the close deadlines for the use of leaded gasoline 

in Eur-ope as we 11 as by i ncreas i no awareneo.;s e i sewh•T'-' 

in the wor Id of the environmental pollution caused by 

automobiles. 

Thus. the methanol market will move away from its 

current long standing position into a deficit due t0 

the rapid build-up of HTBE capacity. On a world-wid~ 

basis. methanol supply will fall short by over one 

million tons in 1993 and 2.7 million tons in 1994. 

giving the Arab countries with abundant natural ga~ 

production and reserves prumising opportunities to 

enter the international market. especially the 

developed regions. 

(6) .The new restructuring of the industry will certainly 

be different from those measures taken during the 

1970s' two world oil crises and the economic recession 

of the early 1980s simply because most of the 

potential forms and areas for restructurinq have 

already been exhausted. 

The increasing constraints on traditional mergers 

and acquisition. the scarcity of good candidates 

(as many have already merged or been taken over). 

the fear of a~quiring potential environmental 

liability, and tignt operational integration of 

many petrochemical complexes (which makes carving 

out operations difficult), ~1Jl lead to more 

innovative possibilities and new restructuring. 

However. the changes apparently point in one 
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direction. that is: increased globalization. 

Thus. there will be gre~t potential 

opportunities for Arab oJ I and gas r·ich countrie~ 

to utilize the present need of the 1ndustr1alized 

nations for global c0ope1·.:.it1on by coordinating 

their petrochemical production ~ians. cooperating 

in marketing perfo1·m.~ncc or tht.~ Ai-ab petrochem1-:<'.l 

products. concluding tt'chnicd.i assistance 

agreements and fac~litating transfer of technolcgy 

both horizontally and vertically. 

(7) .I~ spite of the vast opportunities for cooperation 

in the petrochemical industry among the Arab 

countries. very few s1gn1ficant achievements have 

been noticed on both a b1later~i and multilateral 

basis. Most of the L:cto1·s hindering modes of 

cooperation are clearly identif:ed. c.reas for 

cooperation are numerous and forms of cooperation 

and integration ot the industry are repeatedly 

analyzed. 

Hence, the various studies and analyses suggest 

that the hidden cause for non-enhancement of 

cooperation in the Arab countries lies mainly on 

the issue of the general Arab attitude towards 

cooperation. a facto1· which mainly determines the 

degree of motivation for genuine and effective 

moves toward cooperation. Obv1vusly. a favorable 

and enthusiastic attitude will lead to insight on 

ways of facilitating the mechanism, or practical 

steps and means. to be ~s3umed for any level of 

cooperation and integration 1n the potential areas 

of the industry. 
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Furthermore. the positive attitude towards 

cooperation itself is usually driven by either 

desperate need or by sensing the high ret•Jrns of 

cooperation to the pa~ties involved. It also 

reqt.:ires that Arab countries netamorphose from 

their individuctlistic positions concerning these 

issues in order to appreciate the benefits of 

cooperative efforts for ~he establishment of a 

sound industry. the develJpmen: of their economies. 

and the well being of their nat1ons. 

Many western co1ntries have successfully 

practiced all levels and forms of cooperation with 

a positive attituJe towards mutual benefit and the 

long lasting returns :o all of the ~articipants. 

(8) .Altnough very few Joint venture arrangements have 

been concluded among the Arab countries in the area 

of the petrochemical industry. 1t appears that this 

particular form of cooperation is one of the most 

practical means of building up positive attitudes 

towards the process of coope~at1on. Through such a 

mechanism. several arms could be achieved which 

would enhance further cooperat1on. examples of 

which are: exchange of informat1on. display of some 

aspects of economic planning. and awareness of 

available infrastructure in the countries involved 

in the joint venture. Moreover. d~fficulties and 

obstacles will be closely felt. trade movements 

will be facilitated by virtue of the implementation 

o~ the joint venture agreement sti~ulations. and 

the direct financial interest~ a ~ found to be very 

much li~~ed to these important factors. Marketing 

of the products. for instance. will need an 0pen 

market 1n the cooperating c0untries. raw materials 
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would have to be transferred from the source region 

tu the host country (s). ope1-ato1-:._~ and othet

techn1ca l staff an? nor-m.:il ly sccur-ed from the 

involved countries. and pi-;)biem::.> w.~·uld ha\·,, l·~· ~ .•. 

c~)l lect1vely soived th?-ough c0n::ult.it !OrE; .1;:·-i/1')!. 

the d 1 f terent R"D .:ind nther t•:chn: c: l .ind 

sc1ent1f1c in~titut1ons in the nxc:1on~; ·~·ft'.:.: !·~·!Cit 

Arab agn?ements or other- tcchn 1ca11 y potent!"' 1 

countr·1es. 

(9) .It is also realized that several Ar·ab indu:.tr-!~l 

and economic organizations such a~ AIDMO. GOIC. 

GCC. UMA. the Arab Economic Umty Counci 1 . .::.nd 

others havE made numerous ef for-ts for the p-·)·;1ot ior: 

of cooperation. coordination and integration o~ the 

petrochemical industry in the .a.rah r-egion. In :'".:!ct. 

a great deal of effort has been spent by these 

organizations. and many substantial studies and 

surveys have been accomplished. particularly 

by AIDMO and GOIC. to pave the route for closer 

cooperation and the development of the industry 1n 

general. Nevertheless. the argument concern1na the 

extent of achievement as being somewhilt less than 

expectations may point to the latent actuality that 

"too much was asked too soon". Pc ~xochcm1 cal 

industry in the Arab region is still very young; 

and what has been accomplished is far better· than 

any normal development in developing regions: and 

opportunities for future cooperation are prom1s1ng. 

Most of the difficulties ident1t1ed as factors 

delaying further cooperation in the petrochemical 

industry are. :n fact. not related exclusively to 

this sector: tut they are some of the economic and 

political phenomena in the maJor1ty of the 

developing countries .. \s wa" m<'nt1on(!d ~n d1f!r-rr-nt 
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sections of this study, these difficulties and 

ob5tacles are inherited from the nature of the 

region, its individuality and ~he recent engagement 

in such great industrial activity. Time and 

desperate need will catalyze cooperation. exter1d 

coordination. and achieve inte~~ation. 

(10).A number of Arab countries presently possess 

different levels of informatio~ and data-base 

centers. R&D facilities. some equipment 

manufacturing capabilities. and to a lesser extent. 

design and engineering establis~~ents. However. it 

is true that most of these facilities do require 

further development in order to be better organized 

and reinforced. Therefore, the creation of 

effective forms of cooperation to gather these 

efforts, pool the resources and integrate 

activities in order to ~eaningfully serve the Arab 

petrochemical industry in particular and the other 

industrial and economic sectors at large. will be 

expedient goals for the future of the industry. 
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Recommendations for an integ:r-ated 

development of the petrochemical 

ind.LlStry in the Arab countries 

(1). It is recommendable that Arab petrochemical producers 

should keep their prices competitive. principally by 

limiting product lines to olefins. polyolefins. glycol 

etc .. and using. whenever possible. light feedstocks: 

ethane. LPG and refinery gas to maintain being long-

term. low-cost praducers of basic petrochemicals and 

competitive manufacturers of downstream products. 

besides mo·..,ing towards the production of some hiqh 

value-added petrochemicals and the intermediate 

petrochemical products especially required for the 

production of synthetic fibers and synthetic rubbers. 

both of which the demand is lai-ge and the consumption 

rates are rapidly increasing. 

(2). to increase integration with the refinery sector by: 

adding more secondary units: reformer. Frc units. 

hydrocracking. olefins plus aromatic feedstock. and 

gasoline pool. as well as the: 

production of: 

benzene. toluene. xylene (P-xylene). 

styrenemonomer. cumene and methyl tert-butyl 

ether CMTBE) . 

(3). to utilize the increasing world trend in the 

petrochemical industry's globalization (the most 
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foreseeable forms of new restructuring strategies whicn 

the industrialized nations will be likely to perform). 

and to conclude fruitf~i and mutual arrangements. 

particularly in the area of long term supply of 

feedstocks. basic petrochemicals. marketing. and 

horizontal and vertical technology transfer. The 

prevailing international trend forms a fertile 

environment for suitable international cooperation. 

(4).to increase interregional cooperation. particularly 

with the Asian countries in the fo!'"lll of long-term 

commilmer.t and/or joint venture with the pos~ibility of 

combining refinery business: crude oil. gasoline 

marketing. and petrochemicals. etc. 

(5).It is also recommended that cooperation among Arab 

petrochemical producing countries could adequately be 

performed (bilaterally or multilaterally) initially 

between or among the countries of the same Arab 

geographical regions where common interests are more 

likely to be realized and communications 

are accessable. socio-economic policies are closer in 

nature. and the factor of proximity is lavorable. With 

such a plan of action. if it finds its way to further 

implementation. an Arab sub-regional policy will 

subsequently lead to a wider scope of cooperation among 
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all Arab countries directly or indirectly and in 

accordance with each Arab country's conditions. 

capabilities. and intended degree of cooperation_ 

(6) .to coordinate the different Arab production plans as 

far as possible to avoid regional over-capacity and 

lessen competition in the interregional and 

international markets_ 

(7) .In order to facilitate the performance of any level of 

cooperation. it is expedient to i~.mediately initiate 

any form of joint Arab petrochemical organization. even 

the establishment of some form of petrochemical club. 

through which closer communication and exchange ~f 

thoughts could be accomplished. Such an initiative will 

inevitably lead to a more advanced and well organized 

Arab petrochemical community which will be able. in the 

future. to play a more significant role in the 

cooperation among Arab countries and between them anri 

other regions. 

(8) .to increase the domestic consumption of petrochemical 

products by promoting downstream industries through 

expanding the uses of petrochemicai products in 

djfferent economic sectors; and to facilitate such 

expansion through all possible means. including loan 
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extension and supply of basic and intermediate 

petrochemicals to the local downstream producers and to 

other Arab countries (especially to those with a high 

potential domestic market and a shortage of finance) on 

the basis of long-term credit and ~oft conditions. 

(9). to join the scattered Arab petrochemical information 

and data base centers in a unified network to be 

accessit~e to all producere in the Arab countries as 

well as to other related sectors. Such a data network 

should also be designed to b~ connected with the 

international data base centers and to be continuously 

updated. 

(10). to promote intra-Arab trade in petrochemicals by 

eliminating the barriers hindering the flow of trade 

and the smooth movement of personnel involved in both 

trade and technical affairs among the Arab counties 

through implementation of various trade agreements and 

other arrangements concluded by the Arab countries on 

this subject. Joint Arab. besides other directly 

involved organizations such as AIDMO. GOIC. GCC ~nd The 

Arab Economic Unity Council. could effectively assist 

such implementations. 

(11). to pool R&D resources. both human and physical. a 
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process which is inevitably reqJired to sa~e in costs. 

gather experiences. and secure highly qualified 

scientists and technical personnel. 

Promotion of R&D activities will be the only rcute 

to the development of nationel process technology and 

ultimately to vertical technology transfer. 

(12) .Other fields of cooperation will. with no doub~. be 

developed concomitantly with the ongoing process of 

industrial development: and the required infrastructure 

will gradually be established as the needs arise. 

particularly when there already exists a certain extent 

of facilities which represent at least the minimum 

infrastructural requirements. both human and physical. 

However. it is not really so indispensible to place 

much emphasis on the development of sophisticated high

cost infrastructure as an absolute prerequisite for the 

industry at this stage. 

In summary. it should be understood that cooperation 

is not really an aim by itself to be reached or 

accomplished: but it. in fact. is a mean for the 

development of a sound petrochemical innustry in the 

Arab region and a form to facilitate the proper 

utilization of their natural resources and ways to 
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collectively face the world economic challenges which 

became beyond any single Arab Country's capabilities to 

face the growing of various regional and international 

alliances. 




